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Abstract 

In m a l  satellite projects on short scheduies, there is oflen insdlïcient tirne to develop 

new hardware and subsequentiy write software once the hardware is tested and ready. However, 

emuiating the hardware may be useful ifthe effort involved in doing so is kept to a minimum. 

The purpose of the emulation should be to act as a substitute for the missing hardware so that 

flight code c m  be developed cuncurrently with the hardware, The use of the real-time 

deveIopment system RT-Lab" provides a flexible environment to develop flight software eatly 

in the development cycle of a smaii satellite. The degree to which hardware can be emuiated is 

investigated using the development of the attitude conml system for the MOST microsatellite as 

an example. A trade study is presented that indicates when the cost of programming the 

emuiator outweighs the benefits. A Ievel of hardware emuiation is recommended that facilitates 

the early development of flight code. 
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1. Introduction 

Micmsatellite projects tend to have small budgets and short schedules. This places 

constraints on how much work can be doue in the eady stage of development. At this stage, 

some hardware for the microsatellite might not be available because it has yet to be developed. 

Tie spent creating this hardware will delay the development of flight code that requires the 

presence of this hardware. If the functionaiity of the hardware can be efficiently emulated using 

software, then it wouid be possible to use a compter simulation system to replace the rnissing 

hardware. Aiong with a space environment software model, this would allow the development 

of ff ight code wfiile the hardware is being developed. The simulator should be one such that 

once the hardware is available, it can be inserted into the simulation, replacing its software 

emuiation. The simulation system can then be used to test the interaction between flight code 

and hardware while working in a simulated space environment. The simulator cm also provide 

operations support for the microsatellite after it is launched and be used to validate upgrades to 

flight code before they are uploaded to the orbiting microsatellite. 

1 .l. literature Review: Small Satellite Oevelopment and Attitude 
Control 

Small satellite development is now king recognized as a viable option for performing 

space science missions. The Jet Propulsion Labontory has been doing research since 19% on 

validating new technologies and pmject management techniques for use in small satellite 

projects with short development life cycles [Qa. These papers focused on microelectronics and 

optimal design methods. The United States of America is not alone in recognizing the value in 

s d  satellite projects. In 19%, the Space Science branch of the Canadian Space Agency (CSA) 

initiated the Small Payloads Program (SPP). The airn of the program is to encourage Canadian 

universities and corporations to work together in the development of space science miccosateilite 

pmjects. The goal is the launchhg of one microsatellite every 3 yem. One of the consûaints of 

the program is that the pmjects must have a cost no greater than CDNWM, h m  the beginning 

of the mission to one year of orbital operatiom. The Micmvariability and Oscillation of STan 

(MOST) microsatellite, bemg developed m part at the Space Flight Laboratory (SFL) of the 

University of Tomnto Institute for Aerospace Studies (UTIAS) was the h t  pmject to be 



selected by SPP for fiinding [6,7l. The MOST mission plays a signifiant mle in this hais 

because most of the hardware emulation wodc done is based on its attitude control system. 

It is ody recently that advanced attitude control was required for microsatellite pmjects; 

as the scientific missions for microsatellites became more complex, better conml schernes, 

whether they are earth pointing or inertial pointing, became a necessity. Such advanced control 

is required for the MOST mission because it must be able to point in a specific direction for 

weeks on end. In order to do any flight code development using a mal-the simulation system, it 

is necessary to becorne familiar with the ACS routines required for MOST and the resmh tbat 

has been done on implementing such routines on past small satellite missions. 

One attitude control system used by MOST is a set of three magnetorquers accornpanied 

by a three-axis magnetometer. The magnetoquers will primarily be used to detumble the 

satellite whenever its rates of rotation with respect to its inertial pointhg fiame exceed 2 de@. 

Michele Grassi [89,10,11] is an expen in the use of fdly magnetic control schemes for small 

satellite missions. He and his colleagues have developed and tested magnetic control schemes 

that cm be used for a11 the attitude control functions of a srnail satellite, includimg pointing 

routines. Though the research focused on the control schemes for detumbling a micmsateilite, 

much was learned in generaî on magnetic attitude control. Rafal Wisniewski of Aalborg 

Univeristy (Demark) has also done research on the use of magnetic attitude control by small 

spacecraft in near polar orbits subject to gravity gradient toque [12,13]. 

in order to point in a specific direction, MOST uses a set of three reaction wheelsl. Stace 

estimation is done using an on-board orbit propagator and using a Kalman filter on the sensor 

readings from the magnetometer, a sun-sensor, and rate sensors that are part of the &on 

wheel package. Due to limitations in processor memory and speed, the state estimation scheme 

for MOST must not be tw  complex. K a h n  6itering is considemi in [l4,l5]. The second one, 

an evaluation paper done by Dr. Chris Damaren of üTIAS for Dynacon Enterp&es Ltd., was the 

primary source for the coarse pointing scheme developed using the simulator system. 

* A Dynacon Enterprises M. Minianire Reaction Wheel or "Microwheel". 



While in coarse pointing mode, it will be necessary to manage the rnomentum of the 

reaction wheels using the magnetorquers so that the wheels do not appmach satwation speed. 

Work by Xiao-jiang Chen and Willem Steyn of the University of Surrey pcesent an excellent 

s u m m q  of numerous teaction wheel desaturation routines [l6,l7]. They compare the stanrlard 

cross-product control law with two LQR optimized controllers and a minimum energy contmlier. 

They ais0 stwiied reaction wheel desaturation using only thnisters, only magnetorquers, and both 

together. When it comes to performing reaction wheel desaturation, it becornes apparent that 

there is no precise technique available to determine the control gains required for the 

magnetorquers. The position contml of the microsatellite can become unstable while the wheels 

Iose their momentum if the gains are too hi@. Han Hablani of Rockwell IntemationaI 

developed a pole-placement technique that cm be used to correlate control gains with close-loop 

pole locations [18]. This ailows for more efficient desaturation routines as the powetconsumed 

by the magnetoques will be teduced, as well as preventing the onset of instab'ility in position 

control. 

MOST will have a "star-tracker" CCD system so it cm perform fine pointing attitude 

control. Some resea~h was done 1191 on the functionaiity of 'star-trackers", however the "star- 

aacker" was never emulated using the simulator system and no flight code was written dealing 

with fine pointing attitude contml. This could be a friture feature added to the simulator system. 

However, the emdation will be very complex and might be beyond the capabilities of the system 

to handle. A more reasonable approach might be to have the 'star-üackef software cl-g on 

a separate computer and link it to the simulation as hardware-in-the-bop via a seriai connection, 

in effect adding it in as a slave node. 

Along with this specific reseaxch doue on small satellite ACS, general ACS coocepts are 

dealt within [2021]. Though none of them are used by MOST, they could be incorpomted in the 

funire on the simulation system to test their effectiveness for futm mimsatellite missions. The 

k t  paper discussed a minimum power optimal controI scheme for the ScientSc Microsatellite 

for Advanced Research and Technology (SMART) microsatellite king deveIoped, in part, by 

Michele Grassi. Reducmg power usage on micmsateiiites is criticai because they tend to not 

have much available power due to their small sue and mass. The second paper deaIt with the 



need for an autonomous orbit maintenance system so that the specific orbit of the srnall satellite 

is known. Such a maintenance system wouid help d u c e  operations costs because mission 

planning can be done far in advance without the need to update the orbit mode1 to account for 

perturbations. Orbit maintenance is aiso usefid for maintainhg the positions of a constellation of 

small satellites. 

The development of the ACS of MOST can be compared to a past microsatellite mission 

called CATSAT [2223]. Though more massive than MOST at 140 kg., it was to be placed (in 

1999) in a similar orbit (Sun-synchronous) and its primary mission was ais0 astronomical in 

nature - the snidy the X-ray and gamma-ray spectra of gamma-ray bursts. CATSAT is the result 

of the collaboration of students and professors h m  seved universities and has similar ACS 

requirements as MOST, 

Many details concerning MOST are given in a series of SFL and Dynacon intemal 

repons. The reports deal with the technical details of alI the sensors and actuators of MOST, 

especiaily the Dynacon 'Microwheelw, as weil as the on-board computer ( O B 0  configuration of 

MOST and the comrnuni~tion protocols used by the OBC buses. Some of this idormation is 

surnmarized in Appendix B. 

1.2. Literature Review: Hardware-in-the-loop Simulator Use in Small 
Satellite Development 

Given the requirements for deveIoping effective ACS flight code similar to what will be 

used on for MOST, we now consider previous usage of ml-time hardwa~e-in-the-loop 

simulatoxs for past microsatellite missions. The use of a hardware-in-the-loop simuiator 

involving the emulation of hardware is not new in srnail satellite development. It is important tu 

note that though many microsatefite projects use computers to simuiate their ACS systems, these 

computer simulations use only sobare  and do not indude the ability to iink actuai satellite 

hardware with the simuiator. 

Past real-tirne hardware-m-the-Ioop simuiation work has been done at Los Alamos 

National Laboratory [Il, Utah S tate University [21, ad the M i n  ïnstitute of Techmlogy m 



C h  131. Al1 t h e  institutes used computer sirnulator systems that combined both commercial 

off-the-shelf (COTS) technology with in-house developed systems, al1 three involved hardware- 

in-the-loop, and al1 three used their simulator to design and test small satellite systems. 

1.2.1. Los Alamos National Laboratory: FORE Hardware-in-the-Loop 
Simulation [l] 

in order to effectively develop the attitude conml algorithms for the Fast On-Orbit 

Recording of Transient Events (FORTE) small sateliite, Kimberiy K. Ruud, Hugh S. Murray and 

Troy K. Moore used a PC based (120 MHz Pentium) simulator system developed by Ithaco Inc. 

and Los Alamos National Laboratory. nie hardware-in-the-loop simulation system sirnulated 

the dynamic performance of a satellite in orbital space, incIuding such disturbance toques as 

gravity gradient, aerodynarnic drag, solar radiation pressure and midual magnetic dipole 

moment. 

Figure 1.1 shows the hardware configuration of the attitude conml and determination 

system (ACDS) of FORTE. Though it is easy to test the îunctionality of each individual piece of 

hardware, '[testing] of the flight ACDS systems and conml algorithms is very limitecl without 

the simulation.[ ...] To accurately test the algorithms, .,. [ACDS] data need to correspond to a 

valid spacecraft attitude and orbital location (11 ." The PC simulation was designed to work in 

two modes. in open-loop mode, aii ihe attitude conml laws are implemented on the PC with no 

hardware connected to the simulator. The authors primarily used the simulation in its second 

mode: closed-loop . in this mode, as show in Figure 12, the spacecraft fiight computer and the 

Figure I .  1: FORTE Harduare ConJgumtion Il] Figure 1.2: FORTE Closed-Loop Configuration [l] 

Hardware Configuration 

n n 1 AcpuiytiO1l 1 
Magnetometers A d 0  Si 



data acquisition card (DAC) are connecteci as hardware-in-the-loop to the simulation PC via a 

custom-made interface electronics box used to buffer and condition the signais. The attitude 

control laws are implemented on the flight cornputer and the simulation replaces the flight 

hardware on the left side of Figure 1 .l. Ali simulated sensor data collected by the PC is sent to 

the flight computer via the DAC and ai l  actuator commands h m  the flight computer are sent 

back to the PC where the spacecraft response is simulated. 

The simuiator was used to r e h  the control algorithm and sequences used by FORTE. 

Scenarios that were studied included separation, acquisition on orbit, control system panmeter 

sensitivity studies, sensor noise simulations, antenna deployment, and momentum desatucation. 

The simulation allowed a thorough testing of al1 these scenarios using different attitude control 

algorithm contigurations in a variety of space envirPnments. This facilitated the final 

development of previously written attitude controI code and allowed the authon to refrne and 

optimize the position control capabilities of the spacecraft. 

1.2.2. Utah State University: An lntegrated Development System for Small 
Satellite Attitude Control Systems [2] 

The Space Dynamics Laboratory (SDL) of Utah State University developed an intepted 

system to design and test attitude control systems for small satellites. The authors determined 

that though the development costs for small satellite ACS systems differed Little from full scale 

projects, the resources available are considerably les. This necessitated the creation of hardware 

and software simulation tools that could be efficiently used in developing small satellite systems. 

The simulation tools couid also be used for educationai piuposes at the university. The system 

comprised of 5 tools: dynarnic simulation software, an air bearing table, the hardware emuiator 

electrical interface, graphical and data bandling software, and reai-tirne display software. 

Figure 13 shows the dynamic simulator software model. The model, caiied SATSIM, 

was developed for UND(-based machines and is pamally wcitten in both Forûan and C. It 

comprises a numerical integrator with a senes of software moduies that model the dynamics of 



the spacecraft, the environment, and the sensors and actuators of a small satellite. During the 

initial development of an ACS system, as hardware is selected, the modules are refhd to 

Figure 1.3: UTSIM: Simulation Sofhvae Mode1 [2] 

SArSlM 
SKIPPER Simulation Paduaa 

include accurate soffware simulations of the sensors, actuators, and the UO interface. M e r  this 

point, the simulator cm be used to deveiop flight control software. M e r  the software is written, 

the controller code can be evaluated by testhg it on ACS hardware ninning on the air-bearing 

table, or by executing it on the hardware emulator interface, which provides and accurate mode1 

of the electronic response of the senson and actuators to the controllers comrnands. Wben the 

actual small satellite is in orbit, SATSIM can be used during operations to verify the irapouse of 

the spacecrafl to command sequences before they are uploaded. Using SATSM ta write the 

flight code proved to be very effective. The code wuld be easily tested durhg development 

because it was linked with a dynamic model providing realistic stimuli and responses. 

Using the air bearing table to test ACS systems was not aiways feasible. This was 

especially tme for small satellite projects that required high precision pointing acCUIiicy. 

However, SDL does have the necessary equipment to use the air bearing table inside a chamber 

that uses ground suppoa equipment to model the sun and Earth. Future upgrades indude the use 

of a three-axis Heimholtz coi1 chamber to aîlow the use of magnetoquer and magnetometer 

hardm.  If the air bearing table is not the appropriate tool to use for testing the fiight code, the 



hardware emulation interface can be used. Figure f .4 is a digram of the haniware emulation 

interface. It was buiit using a Pentium 166 h4Ih PC and appmpriate UO boards. The emulation 

software was written in both Fortran and C. The various UO lines can be used to simulate the 

data transmission of numemus sensors (eg. s u  seasors, magnetometers) and actuators (eg, 

magnetorquers, coId-gas t h t e r  systems). The spacecraft dynamic and environment model is a 

slightly modified version of the SATSlM model. As the hardware emulation interface was 

operated, a rd-time display of coilected data was avaiiable. Afkr a simulation cm, graphical 

and data handlig sokare was availabIe. Data could be plotted, scaled, merged with other test 

results, and placed into a MATLAB compatible format for further analysis. 

SDL used theù simulation tools for the four stages they identim in the typical 

development cycle of an ACS design for small sateliites: 1) Conceptuai Planning, 2) Design and 

Development, 3) Testing, 4) Operatioas. Conceptuai Planning invoIved determinhg the 

necessary control requirements and choice of actuators and sensors. The dynamic simulator was 

used to create simple models which generate initial estimates of capabilities of the ACS design 

aad to perfom tradeoff studies. During the Design and Development stage, the ACS flight code 

is written. By using a more debiled SATSM model, flight code can be wtitten and tested 

against emuIated actuatots, sensors, and dynamic environment models. It was found that this 

"write-then-test" sequence reduced the development t h e  of the flight code. The SATSM 

package was also used to test previously written fligùt code ofother missions. The testing phase 

involved using either the hardware emulation interface or the air bearing table. 



Figure 1.4: H A  Emulation Inrerjace [2) 

The emuiator was used to evaluate the flight code, the conmller electronics, and the electronic 

interfacing. The air bearing table was used to evaiuate the actuaI flight hardware, which would 

interact with the ACS flight code and dynamic models ninning on SATSM. Though useful for 

functionality checks, high fidelity replication of the space dynamics was impossible, hence the 

use of software simulation in the tint place. The Operations stage occurred after the small 

satellite is launched. When used as ground-based support, ACS command tasks can be verified 

using the simulation code before they are uploaded to the actual satellite. 

Finally, SDL noted the hadeoff that exists between developing a custom simulation 

system and purchasing commercial hardware/software. On one hand, purchashg commercial 

code reduces development time and the effort to maintain the softwate. On the oîher hand, 

having intimate knowIedge of the details of your own written code can provide you with 

additional capabilities and insight. 



.2.3. Harbin lnstitute of Technology (MT) (China): The lntegrated System for 
Design, Analysis, System Simulation and Evaluation of the Small Satellite 
131 

The paper began by descnbing the growing interest in using ceal-time hardware-in-the- 

loop simulation as part of an integrated conception and design appmach in developing small 

satellites. Such a simulation system was developed at HiT: the integrated system for design, 

analysis, system simulation and evaluation of small satelIites (ISDASE). It can be used 70 

optimize, simulate and evaiuate the system scheme during the conception design stage, to 

demonstrate and verify the performance and specification of the components and subsystems 

during the development stage, and to deai with fault dimgnosis and procession during the test and 

operation stage [3] ." 

ISDASE consisteci of a Pentium 200 MHz PC using MatrixX/SystemBuild 6.0 to design 

and control the simulation. This was connecteci via a PC LAN to a single-axis air bearing table 

and a rd-time simulator (AC104) used to set up the research and test platform. The systems 

that were designed on the PC and included as part of the simulation go beyond just the ACS. 

Figure 15 shows the subsystems that were part of the simulation and the comectivity between 

them. The main function of the cesearch and test platfonn was to link flight hardware to 

ISDASE as hardware-in-the-loop. It can also be used to evaluate software components and 

subsystems. 
Figure 1 .S.- ISDASE Simuluted Subsystems [3] 

The research and test platforni was used in Wo con6gu1;itiom: 

10 



1. Computer-in-the-loop Simulation: Except for the on-board cornputers, aii other hardware 

was emulated using software. These emulations, dong with the space dynamics and 

environment model. are nui on the AC104 real-tirne simulator. The modules can be Linked to 

the on-board computers via numemus interfaces, such as A/D, DIA, Dm, and seriai. This 

configuration was used to check the on-board program and to test this flight code on the 

ground. 

2. Hardware-in-the-loop Simulation: Similar to the previous configuration, except that sorne 

of the software emulated systems are substituted for the ceal flight hardware. This 

configuration was used to check the performance indices of the hardware, to validate the 

software emuiation of the hardware, and to deai with fault diagnosis. 

ISDASE was used to design i-IiTSAT-1, the fûst srnail satellite developed at HiT. The 

ISDASE setup for the small satellite included a g p ,  reaction wheel, and two on-board 

computers (ACS and House Keeping (HK)) as hardware-in-the-loop The gyrp and reaction 

wheels were mounted on a single-axis air bearing table. The housekeeping module was designeci 

using MatrixX 6.0 and compiled using AutoCode (see Chapter 2) and formatted to run on the 

AC104 The ACS flight code was uploaded to both the ACS computer and the HK computer, as 

a backup. The AC104 is Iinked to the on-board wmputexs via an RS-232 serial interface and to 

a simulated ground station via ethemet. The system configuration is shown in Figure 1.6. 

HIT was pleased with ISDASE and found it to be a usetùl tool for use in the development 

of a small satellite mission. It possessed the fotlowing beneficial characteristics: an advanced 

simulation platform (MatrixX 6.0), topological configuration (modular, easy to design and 

replace emulation and mathematical models), compIete hardware interfaces (senal , digital, 

anaiog), couvenient windows intefice (results displayed graphidy). 



Figure 1.6: Sùnulator H m h  Conj7gurotion [3] 
Bus 

1.3. MOST Background 

Figure I .  7: MOST Microsatellite 
The Mic~ov~ability and Oscillation of STm (MOST) 

micmsateiiite (Figure 1 .T), king built in part at Dynacon 

Enterprises Limited, the University of Toronto M t u t e  for 

Aerospace Stuâies Space Flight Labocatov, and the 

University of British Columbia, will be Canada's tint space 

teteseope [4$1. Seing developed d e r  the Canadian Space 

Agency's Srnail PayIoads Program, it is scheduled for launch in 20M and wüi conduct long- 

ducation photometry of nearby stars. 

AU stars oscillate in luminosity over their entire Lifetime. Even our own Sun experiences 

these oscillations, though the amplitude of the oscillation is not as severe as those found in 

variable stars. These oscillations give an indication of the age of the star, and the snidy of the 



oscillations of neatby stars would give an indication of their apparent ages and thus set a lower 

limit on the age of the universe. However, these oscillations are extremely difficult to measure 

h m  the ground due to atmospheric distortion. Hundreds of kilometers above the surface of 

Earth in a sun-synchronous orbit, a satellite could be used to perfonn this Iongduation 

astronomy. It can take many weeks to collect enough oscillation data for just one star. 

Figure 1.8: Continuouî Yiavng &ne D i a m  

MOST requires an accurate three-axis attitude control system in order to successfully 

complete its mission. It must be able to hold its position within half and arcminute for days on 

end in order for the on-board CCD camera to collect enough data on the lumiwsity of nearby 

stars. The ACS system is compriseci of three reaction wheels, three magnetorquers, a t h - a x i s  

magnetometer, a two-axis SUU-seosor, and three rate sensors, which are included with the 

reaction wheels. The ACS pmessor board is based on the Motomla 56303 digital signal 

pmessor (DSP) and has a backup, kept in coId storage, that is ody used if the primary DSP 

fails. 

MOST wiIl be placed into a dawudusk sun-synchronous orbit at mund 785 km altitude. 

This will ailow it to have a large continuous viewing zone (CVZ). The CVZ is the section of the 

sky that MOST can contimousIy view for up to seven weeks (see F i p  1%). The anti-solar 

CVZ faces d i i t l y  away h m  the Sun and is the zone wheie MOST can look for d & t e  smrs 

to study. The damdusk sun-syuchronous orbit is also ideal h m  the point of view of power 



generation and for using a sun seasor for ACS operatiom. At 785 km, MOST will only 

experience eclipses during 3 months in the summer. These eclipses will only 1st  a maximum of 

just over 17 minutes per 100 minute orbit. 

1.4. Objectives 

If real-tirne, hardware-in-the-loop simulation systems ace going to be frequentiy used when 

designing small satellites, it wiii be necessary to identie sîrategies that can be employed so that 

work can be done in an expedient manner. Being able to get a simutator system working quickly 

and being able to emulate missing hardware witb little effort is critical in order to develop flight 

code at an eariy stage, concurrent with the deveIopment of the misshg hardware. The goal is to 

minirnize any %w-away" work: work that c m o t  be used either on the microsatellite or by the 

simdation system when it is used as ground support equipment for the satellite program. 

The following steps detail the procedure that will be taken to determine and develop 

some of these strategies that can be used to perform efficient and concurrent microsatellite 

software and hardware development. 

1. Purchase a simulator system that combines both real-time hardware-in-the-loop simulation 

with easy-to-use software so that emuiations of missing hardwaxe can be made with as little 

effort and coding as possMe. 

Create a mode1 of the Attitude Control System (ACS) of the MOST microsatellite that can be 

executed on the simulator system. This incldes software emulations of the ACS hardware 

as well as writing sample ACS flight code. Assume a maximum development time of 10 

months, appmximately how long it will take to develop the prototype ACS processor board. 

Keep track of the amount of work, in te= of t h e  -nt, that goes into emulating missmg 

hardware systems and developing tüght code that can nm on the ACS processor once it is 

ready. Any code written in under 10 months is time that the simulator saved in code 

development d e r  the ACS processor is availabk. The developed sample code shouid 

duplicate, as much as possible, the same functiooality pesounecl by the actnal ACS ûight 

code used on MOST. 



3. In performing Step 2, it should be demonstrated that the ACS flight code devefoped is 

functiond and appropriate for use by a microsatellite. Control and state estimation 

algorithms for detumbling and coarse poiatiag are requirrd. The dgoiithms must take up 

littIe memory space and cannot place great power demands on the achiators. 

4. Using the experience gained h m  this development, cmte a methodology that c m  be used 

when doing work on the simulation system so that Ww-away* work is minimized. Based 

on this methodology, a trade study wilI be done on the work perfomied on the MOST ACS 

simulation to determine any relationship between the eficiency of the work done for each 

ACS subsystem and the complexity of the subsystem. 

5. Based on the results of the trade snidy, determine the types of flight code b t  can be written 

d y  in the life of a microsatellite project vs. the flight code that shouId not be deveIoped 

until the hardware is avaiIable. 

6. ModiQ the salnluiation mode1 by ~moving the "throw-away" work and pmparing it so that 

the ACS pmessor can be included as hardwamin-the-loop. The fligùt code deveIoped 

previously using the simulator cm be used by the ACS pmessor. If this can be doue 

efficiently, the shulator can then be used to test the ACS pmessor before it is launchd. 

After the microsateiiite is launched, this simulator system can aiso be us& to test any ACS 

mutines or modifications to the flight code before they are upioaded to the micmsateiiite for 

execution. 

The foUowing chapters of this document summarize the work done in performing this 

pmedure and hiwght aii of the strategies developed. Conclusions were then drawn on how 

best to use a reai-time simuIator system to do concurrent software and hardware wodc on a 

rnicrosateilite project. An analysis was &O done on the sample ACS dgoritùms created using 

the simulator. 



2. RT-Lab Simulator System DescriptionlDevelopment 

2.1. Hardware System 

A simulator system, known as RT- ab? made up of COTS hardware and software 

components was purchased to minimize the work needed to develop the system. RT-Lab is a 

product of the Montreal based company, Opal-RT. Opal-RT speciaiizes in creating mi - the  

simulation systems for enginee~g design applications [24]. See Appendix A for more 

information on the company. 

The RT-Lab system is a multiprocessor platform that enables ml-tirne simulation of 

complex models. The system has easy-to-use software that can be used for hardware emulation. 

The system also includes software that creates, executes, and controls the real-time simuiation. 

The system used here consisted of two Pentium II 400 MHz computers. Details on the computer 

hardware can be found in Appendix A. Except 

for specialized hardware interfaces in one of the Figiuc 2.2: RT-id  Co~mrConfi@n 

computers, the computers are similar to a 
RT-LA6 hast RT-LAB maMme tirpa 

typical desktop machine. The configuration of 

the muiti-processor system is shown in Figure 

2.1. This simulation system is the simplest one 

that can be purchased h m  Opal-RT. Simulation systems uivolving more than two computers 

cm be purchased. Such configurations are used to simulate highly complex enginee~g designs 

(see Section 23). 

The k t  computer is the host computer of the RT-Lab system. It has Wndows NT as its 

operating system and nuis the RT-Lab software. It is h m  this machine ttrat the user mates the 

mode1 that wili be simulateci in mi-the. The host machine is also used to display and store data 

coIlecced during the simuiation m. The user cm also interact with the mode1 on the host 

machine by giving it input either before the simulation is starte. or while the simulation is 

ninning. 



The software used to create the simulation mode1 is ~ a t r i x x / ~ y s t e m ~ u i l d ~  3. 

SystemBuild is a wntrol block mathematical program. By using built-in mathematicai function 

blocks and userdesignmi code blocks written in C, the user c m  design a state model of a system. 

Past aerospace-related model deveiopment on SystemBuild include aircraft, spacecraft, and 

robotic systems. On the RT-Lab system, rnodel work can also be done using 

~ a t l a b / ~ i m u l i n k ~ .  a program very similar to SysternBuiid. 

The second computer in the RT-Lab distniuted system is the target computer. This 

machine nuis the QNX operating system, QNX is a version of U N E  that speciaiizes in real- 

t h e  computation. After a model is designed in SystemBuild on the NT host, it is simulated on 

the QNX machine to take advantage of the real-the kernel, timers, and intenupts that are 

available. Appendix A has more information about the QNX OS and the timers that it uses to 

guarantee reai-the response. These real-the tools make for an accmte simulation test bed 

because they guamntee a response to an intempt withh 1 p, much faster than conventional 

operating systems. The target computer is aiso used to link hardware with the simulation. Using 

the motherboard dots on the target computer, PCI and AGP boards can be co~ected to provide 

a variety of data communication interfaces. The serial ports on the computer can also be used as 

a data interface. These interfaces are used to comect hardware systems to the simulator. This 

hardware reacts to the model in every way, providing both input and reacting to the simulation as 

necessary. The simdator used here has interfaces for senai communication - RS-232 and RS- 

4221485 formats, and digitahnalog IO (see Appendix A for more details). AU of the software 

drivers are aiready installed on the Target node. AU the user has to do is use the custom-made 

SystemBuild blocks to nui these dnvets, linking the model to the hardware interfaces. For RT- 

Lab systems tbat have multiple target computers, you can configure the simulation so that each 

computer h d l e s  one aspect of the model king simulated. For the purposes of this simulation, 

the target computer handled that entire model. 

The RT-Lab software nmning on the Host machine provides an easy-to-use inte& that 

c m  be used to perfoun al1 the necessary fiinçtions to dit, compile, and xun the simulation. Figwe 



2 2 is the toplevel wimlow of the RT-Lab software. Once a SystemBuild model is designeci on the 

Host computer, it can be loaded using the "Open Model" button on RT-Lab. RT-Lab can then be 

used to open a SystemBuild window of the model with the "Edit" button. With the model loaded, 

the "Configurationw button is used to prepare the ml-the simulation. Features iracluded are global 

variable declaxations, a debug e x d o n  mode, and the ability to include C pmgxam nles written by 

the user for inclusion with the SystemBuild model. This C code must be placed in the SystemBuild 

simulation model in the fom of UserCode bIocks. Once the design of the simulation model is 

finished, the "Compilew button is used CO prepare it for execution. For compilation, RT-Lab uses 

AutoCode, another ISI so€tware program, to couvert the SystemBuiid mode1 into C code. This 

code, dong with any C code written by the user to be included with the simulation is then 

tramferreci by RT-Lab to the QNX cornputer via an ethernet co~ection. It is then compilai using 

WATCOM C vS.1 and readied for execution. 

Mer  compilation, the Tmbe ControL" button is then used to wntrol the mimber of data 

point measucements made per tirne sep, the tength of the time step behg set in SystemBuüd. The 

siide in bottom-nght corner of the RT-Lab window is used to contiioI the type of simulation and the 

speed of execution. if the simdation is placed in "Simitlation" mode, RT-Lab wiii execute the 



simulation as fast as the Target cornputer will allow. Though this mode takes advantage of the 

QNX mi-time kemel, some &ra will be lost during the execution. If the simulation is placed in 

"Software Synch." mode, then the simulation will nin in r d - t h  taking fUU advantage of the QNX 

real-the kemel. The speed of simulation can be comiied using the 'Calcuiation Stepw slide. If 

set to a value of '1 ", one second of simulation time equals one second of actuai time. One other 

simulation mode avaiiabk, not used in this tesearch, is "Hardware Synch." mode, where the 

execution of the simulation is based off a hardware timer connection to the simulator as 

haniware-in-the-loop. 

Once the simulation has been prepared, the WW button is used to initialize the simulation 

on both the Target and Host cornputers. The compiled C code on the Target computer is iniiiaüzed 

and a console interfice, created by tfie user when the mode1 was designed usiag SystemBuiid, is 

initialized on the Host machine. This console aiiows the user to interact with the simulation during 



its execution. M e r  the SystemBuild consoie is opened, it has its own set of command buttons 

indudimg a "Simulate" button (see Figm 23). 'Ibis button dlows the user to deîïne the tirne vector 

of the simulation. The user must also select the "Interactive" option so chat the user can iateract 

with the simulation during its execution. Before selecting %km on tbis SystemBuild window, the 

user can select w h  integration mimerical rnethod to use for any state space calcuiations done by 

the simulation. Once this is done, the simuiation cm then be conmlIed usiag the "Execute" and 

" k e "  buttons found on the RT-Lab interface. When the user wishes to stop the simulation, the 

user m u t  close the console window and push the "Reset" button on the RT-Lab interface. 

2.2. SoftwarelModel Design Philosophy 

In SysternBuild. the p w  block u s d  to construct a simulation model is cailed a 

SupetBIock. SuperBlocks are used to contai. al1 the other types of system blocks found in 

S ystemBuild, inctuding C UserCode blocks and oiher Super3Iocks. In effect, a simulation mudel is 

made up of layers of embedded SuperBlocks, eaçh one encompassing the fuactionaüty of the 

various subsystems of the simulation. For an RT-Lab simulation, the top leve1 Super3lock mgure 

2.4) contains two other SuperBlocks: the Master block and the Console block. The Master block 

contaias aii the model blocks pemuiing to the actuaI simulation. Everything that is to be executed 

on the QNX target computer is placed here. The Console blck contains aii of the tools (eg. 

buttons, slides, gxaphicd displays) the user wants for the console interFace used to send and display 

simulation data on the hoût computer whiie the simdation is ninning. 

A constritint on the mâel  design is ihat these two bIocks must be included so that the model 

can work with the RT-Lab system. When the RT-Lab software converts the model into C code and 

sen& it to îhe mget node, it Ieoh h r  the Master block to know which blocks are to be used in the 

simulation. It &O creates the comte interface using the uifomiation m the Console block. As 

mentioned previously, the console interfàce is employed by the user on the Host amputer to 

interact with the simulation iunuing on the target compter. Another constmint is that these two 

Suped31ocks m s t  be set to Disciete instead of ContmUous m theirbperties window. The discrete 

t h e  step selected wili be the base tirne step of the RT-Lab simulation. Every other SuperBIock 



inside the Master and Console SuperBloch c m  be set to different discrete the steps or even set to 

Figure 2.4: Simulcrtion TopLAvel SuperBbd 

hcreic SupaBbck Sampk Paiod hpkw bpis ûnpm 
A A & O v d  0.1 O. O 9 hent 

Another constraint is that no C commands or functions cm be used îhat postdate either 

WATCOM or MS C v5.1. The WATCOM compiler that cornes with the simulator wüi not 

compile them. However, this is a good constraint to have in place. Most micmsateiiite 

processor hardware will be simple digital signal processors (DSPs) or low end CPUs (eg. 80186) 

and are limitai in their capability to handling cornplex C aigorithm. By forcing this consÈraint 

ww, it wiii make poning flight code developed on the simuiator to the processor hardware, 

when it is available, easier. 

When designing a model, the stxategy is to maximize the use of built-in SystemBuild 

mathematid blocks whenever possible for sections of the simulation that are emuiating missing 

hardware (eg. sensors, actuators). At the same time, the use of C code user blocks is maximized 

for systems requi~g tligût code development (eg. ACS processoc). Though not done in this 

pmject, the C code h t t e n  in these user code biocks couid be used, with minor modincations, on 

the microsateIlite itself. The ultimate goal is to reduce the amount of time spent emuiating 

missing hardware whiie stiii generating usable fligût code eariy in a mimsateiiite pmject. 



2.3. RT-Lab Simulation Systems with Multiple Nodes 

Figun 2.5: R T - l ~ b  Mulri-Node SUnulolor 
Figure 2 5  is a diagram of a muitipIe node 

simuiator system. Each of the nodes is a real-time 

Target computer that can be set to m part of the 

entire simulation. To accomplish this, the user 

must create Slave SuperBloçks, one for each Target 

node, aiong with the Master and Console 

SuperBlocks. The simulation functionality , both C 

UserCode blocks and regular SystemBuild blocks, 

encompassed in each Slave SuperBlock will be üansferred to its proper Target node ami 

compileci separately. This distrilutes the computational buxden of d n g  a complex simulation 

in real-time to multiple processors. The Spacecraît JSaamics Lab at UTIAS purchased a 

multiple Target node simuiation system. This simulator, ahng with its purpose, is descnied in 

Section 62. 



3. MOST ACS Flight Code Simulation Development 

3.1. Simulation Configuration 

The simulation model designed on the RT-Lab system was based on the ACS of the 

MOST microsatellite. Figure 3.1 is a systems diagram of MOST. The shaded boxes indicate 

which systems were included as part ~f the simulation model. The simulation mode1 focuseci on 

the primaq ACS pmessor and its peripherals. The systems modeled include a full set of 

actuators (three reaction wheels and three magnetorquers) and a fuii sensor package (three-axis 

magnetometer, three nte sensors and two-axis sun sensor). The model also includes an orbital 

environment simulation, complete with both a dynamic model and a model of the Earth's 

magnetic field. 

Figure 32 shows the body fiame a i s  (referred to as [x y zlT or [12 31T) orientation of 

MOST. This frame was used h designhg the simulation. For the simulation, it was assumeci 

that the body axis frame and the principal axis fiame of MOST were aiigned exactly so that the 

moment of inenia matrix (1) would be diagonal. It will be shown in Section 6.1 -1 that this 

assumpfion was acceptable for MOST. 

Figure 3.i: MOST Sysîems Dhgmnr 



Fi- 32: MOST Body Axis Fmme (Princw Axk F'e) 

The MOST ACS simulation model was built one subsystem at a the, starting with 

subsystems that were simple to mode1 using SystemBuiId. Figure 3 3  indiates the oxder in 

which the ACS subsystem emulations wen created. Note that al1 the sensors were creaied first, 

foIIowed by al1 the actuators. The orbital environment model and ACS pmessor (with al1 its 

flight code) were the most complex subsysterns, requiring many lines of C code, so they were wt 

created until the very end. As the model progressed h m  its initial configuration to its c m n t  

state, sample ACS flight code was developed. 

The following is a description of the contents of evexy SuperBlock in the €inai version of 

the MOST ACS simulation model. Many revisions were made to the model throughout its 

creation. They were done to refine the speed of the model and to eliminate bugs as they were 

Figum 33: M e r  of ACS Sub-System Emubcion C n d n  
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found. The description starts with the Master SupetBlock, pmeeding through al1 the layers of 

embedded SuperBlocks, and finishes with the contents of the Console SuperBlock. 

Diagrams of each SuperBlock can be found in Section I of Appendix C. 

The simulation was divided into two primary subsections: the orbital environment model 

and the microsatellite systems. Each was placed in its own SuperBlock. One other block found 

in the Master SuperBIock was a Gain block used to couvert the attitude and rates of the 

microsatellite h m  radians to degrees for display in the Console. 

The block found on the Ieft-hand side was the OpComm block. Al1 inputs into the 

Master SuperBIock had to pass through the OpComm block, with the block outputthg the inputs 

unchanged. This block was used by RT-Lab to identify where the Master subsection of the 

simulation began. This subsection is the section of the model that ran on the QNX Target node 

of the sirnuIator. An OpComm block was also placed in the Console SuperBlock, indicating the 

end of the Master subsection of the simulation. 

Al1 of the inputs into the Master SuperBloçk (see Figure 2.4) are fed back h m  the 

Console SuperBlock. Many of these inputs are commands controiied by the user fiom the 

Console interface. These commands were used to place the microsatellite in various control 

modes. Th- of the inputs h m  the Console were user-controlIed disnubance toques, used to 

test the robustness of the conml algorithms. The remaining inputs were simulation variables 

that had to be passed aiI the way though the model, fiom the Master Superl3lock to the Console 

SuperBlock and back again, in order to eliminate circular algebraic logic ermrs in the simulation. 



Environment SuperBlock 

Master -+ Environment 

The environment model was divided into two important subsections, the orbita1 

dynamics model and the attitude dynamics model. The variables fed from the Attitude 

SuperBlock into the Orbit SuperBlock were the components of the rotation ma& defining the 

change h m  the inertial thne to the body fmme of MOST. The variables outputted h m  the 

Enivronment SuperBlock include: the magnetic field in the body frame, the direction of the Sun 

with respect to the x-axis face of the microsatellite, the rates of rotation around each body axis, 

the tnie anomaly (0) of the orbit, the inertid coordinates of the orbit (normalized to a magnitude 

of 1 .O), and the angies of rotation of the body axis with respect to the inertiai frame. 

The first three sets of outputs were used by the sensor emulations to generate 

environment data they could detect. Two sets of outputs were only used to display the position 

and attitude of the microsatellite to the user in the Console interface. They were never used by 

the simulation to help the ACS pmessor estimate the attitude states of the micmsatelIite. 

Two other outputs h m  this SuperBlock were the m e  anomaly and magnetic field 

values, which were used indirectly by the ACS pmessor to help generate its own on-board orbit 

propagator for use in state estimation. Rather than ninning a separate but similar orbital model 

simulation to be used for attitude control by the spacecrafi, the foliowing method was used. 

Those orbital environment outputs required by the ACS were multiptied by an emr  factor to 

simulate the difference between the actud orbital position of the spacecraft and its software 

orbital model. 

Orbit SuperBlock 

Master + Emkonment + Orbit 

The Orbital SuperBlock consisted of three models: the orbital dynamics modei, the 

magnetic field model, and the Sun position modeI. AU three were created using C UserCode 

BIocks. The ramp bIock was used to keep track of the c w n t  simulation nm the. This nm 



tirne was required by the environment models in order to calculate the orbital position of the 

microsateiiite. nie other time block was there to allow the user to have a simulation start time 

later in the year than the Vernal Equinox (Mar. 21") at midnight, which was chosen to be the 

initial starting tirne. 

The orbital dyaamics UserCode block required the user to enter the initiai orbital position 

of the satellite using the six Keplenan coordinates (pengee altitude, apogee altitude, i, R, a, 8). 

These coordinates had to be entered by the user before the simulation was compiled. They were 

entered using the Real Parameters list of the C UserCode block, which was accessed using the 

Block Parameters button. 

The ineirial M e  5, = [t 5 ] had the { axis pointing towards the constellation 

Pisces, which meant that during the Vemai Equinox, it pointed at the Sun. The ?, axis pointed in 

the direction of Earth's North Pole. The penfofal hame 5, = [ë, p, P, ] had the p., axis 

pointed along the direction of pengee and the P, pointed dong the direction of the angular 

momentum of the orbit (Le., normai to the orbit). The rotation matrix linking the perifocai frame 

to the iaeniai frame was 

The initial eccentric and mean anomalies were then caiculated by the simulation 

according to 

Mo = E,  esi in(^,) 

As the simuIatioa advanced through each time step, the mean anomaly was recaiculated and 

Newton's Method was used to determine the eccentric anornaIy (ushg the a m n t  mean anomdy 



as the initial guess). Here, is Earth's gravitational constant and the value nan is the semi- 

major mis. 

M = M o  + #  a 

E,  esi in(^,)- M 
(3 3) 

Newton's Method Function :Ei+, = E, - 
1 - ecos (~ , )  

Fmm this, the current me anomaly was caiculated dong with the orbital position and velocity in 

Cartesian coordinates. 'ibis orbit propagator was provided by Dynacon and its functiouaiity was 

verified on the RT-Lab shulator by nianing it tbrough one orbit. The outputs h m  this block 

were the me anomaiy, the radius of the orbit, the position coordinates n o d i z e d  to a 

magnitude of 1 .O, and the rotation rnatrix h m  the solar pointiig fiame to the ineaiai m e .  The 
- 

solar pointhg frame. 5, = [ i, T2 t3 1, bad the i, axis always pointing at the Sun. and hence 

the - r, axis always pointed in the direction of the anti-solar continuous viewing zone (CVZ - 

see Section 13). The T, axis pointed in the direction of Eanh's North Pole. Therefore, the solar 

pointing frame matcfied the inemaI frame during the Vernal Equinox and mrated about the 

inertiai frame around the \ axis with a period of 36525 days. The rotation match h m  this 

frame to the inertial frame had the following form 

where q was the ocbitai frequency of the Eaeth around the sun. The solar pointhg fiame was 

the nominal direction to point the spacecrafi. This kept the telescope pointhg dong the anti- 

solar CVZ and in the direction of candidate target stars. It also kept the sun sensor pointing 

towards the sun so that the spacecraft would have enough sensor information to maintain control 

of its attitude. The MOST spacecmî? wiil point off îhis fiame using its tïne pointing ACS 

algorithm when a target star is chosen and go into an inertiai pointhg mode. However, this 

simulation did not cover this fuoctionality (no star ûacker emuiation was made) and thus the 

sampIe ACS tlight code only used this frame to point the spacecraft. 



This was a simplified orbitai model because the orbit wüi never decay or become 

perturbe& However, the focus of the simulation was to perform attitude controI experiments to 

perfect ACS flight code, not study long dwation orbit maintenance. Therefore, t h  

simplification did not affect the sample ACS code development. 

The mode1 of the Earth's magnetic field in its geogiaphical fiame was a simple dipole 

model . 
Magnetic Pole Position :Latitude = 785". Lnngitude = 2903" 
m, = -cos(hngitude) cos(latitude) 
m, = - sin(Lnngitude) cos(Latitude) 

m, = -sin(Latitude) 

After every simuIation time step, the position of the nght ascension of Greenwich (a) was 

recaicuiated so that the current direction of the dipole moment in the inertiai frame could be 

detennined. 

m,, = m, cos(a) - m, sin(a) 
mnz =m, sin(a)- mm cos(a) 

mm3 = m, 

Using this information, the magnetic field in the inertial fiame at the position of the 

microsateIlite was then calculated using the normaiized position coordinates 

where RE was the radius of Earth, î, was the orbital position in the inertiai frame (Cartesian 

coordinates, nordized to a magnitude of 1 .O), and HO was the dipole strength at the d a c e  of 

Earth. The value for E& and the location of the magnetic North Pole were provided by Dyaacon. 

These results were the outputs h m  the C UserCode block, which were then mn dmugh a block 

that nitateci the magnetic field values to the body ûame of the microsatellite. The eiements of 

the rotation matrk came from the Attitude Super3lock. 

The Sun model was used to determine if the microsatellite was in sunlight or darkoess. If 

it was in darkness, then the sua sensor wouid not be functionai and wouid provide no 



observations for ACS activities. The solar poiating frame was used to deal with the direction of 

the Sun. 

The diRction of the Sun was st =[1 O OIT. TO determine when the Sun was eclipsed, the 

inclination of the Earth with respect to the Sun had to be taken into account. The perifwal 

orbital coordinates generated by the orbital dynamics mode1 must be rotated into a hune that 

included the proper Earth inclination (id angle to take into account the current season: 23 5" for 

the Northem Summer Solstice (Jun. 2 1%). -23 5" for the Northem Winter Solstice (Dec. 2 19, and 

0" for the Vernal and Autumual Equinoxes (Mar. 21" and Sep. 2lSt). The equation used was 

If the following condition was satisfied 

RE X <y,where sin(y)=- (3 9) 
fo 

then the satellite was in eclipse. The variable ro was the radius of the orbit, 0 was the çunent me 
- 

anornaly. and variable X was îhe angle fiam the Sun to the micmsateilite in the [?, t, ] plane. 

This equation assumed that the orbit was circular (e =a =O). This equation also assumed that 

the orbit in the simulation was sun-synchronous. To simuiate spacecxaft in other orbits, ihis 

equation cm be changed, though it will be more compIex in temu of the number of variables 

involveci. The fiinctionality of Equations 3.8 and 3 9 was venfied by cornparhg h e u  results on 

the RT-Lab simulator to simulations nui on Satellite Tm1 Kit (STK) [2n. 

The outputs from the Sun C UserCode blocks were st and the state of eclipse (1: w 

eclipse, 0: éclipse). The vector s, was then nin through a set of bIocks that rotateci it to the 

inertiaI fmne and then to the body frame of the microsateiiite. The ouîputs k m  tûis block were 

cornecteci to a switch. The stanis of the switch was determined by the state of eclipse. If tùe 

microsatellite was in slipse, the switch wouid output [l O OIT as a dehult vaiue. lnic had the 

efféct of removing the sun sensor observations h m  the attitude contl01 algorithms. 



The outputs h m  this SuperBlock were used by the sensors to produce observations for 

use by the ACS Processor SuperBloçk. The magnetic field outputs were also used by the 

Magnetoquer SuperBlock so that the pmper torques couid be created. F i y ,  the tme anomaiy 

and magnetic field outputs were sent to the state estimator in the ACS Processor SuperBlock. In 

reality, the state estimator must nui its own software orbit pmpagator in order for it to work 

conectly. For the simulation, cather than having two separate orbit pmpagators running at the 

same t h e ,  it was decided to have one, with this one aIso sending its results to the state estimator 

with an appropriate error ( -5 %) introduced. This e m r  represented the error that wouid occur 

between the orbit propagator of a m l  microsatellite and its actual position in orbit. The value 

5% was chosen because it represented a relatively large emr. Most on-board orbitai propagators 

can maintain a 1% error or less with respect to the actual position of the spacecraft, and 1 % was 

the e m r  used in a spacecraft simulation perfomed for Dynacon 1151. if the sample ACS flight 

code could maintain a coarse pointing routine with this larger error, then it would help confirm 

its robustness. 

Attitude SuperBlock 

Master + Environment +Attitude 

The Attitude SuperBlock was used to mode1 the attitude dynamics of the MOST 

simulation. The inputs into the Attitude SuperBIock included al1 the toques that the 

micmsatellite can experience in the simidation. This includes the torques generated by the 

reaction wheels, the magnetoquers, the natural dipole moment of the microsateUite, and any 

disturbance toques introduced by the user via the Console interface. if any more disturbance 

torques, such as atmospheric drag and solar pressure, are added to the Orbit SuperBlock in the 

future, then they can easily be included in the totai toque vector used by the attitude dynamics 

model. Note that the torques generated on the mction wheels were subtracted ftom the total 

torque vector because the Attitude model required the torques they induced on the micmsatellite, 

which of course are in the opposite d i t i o n  of their own torques. 

The attitude dynamics are simulateci using the complete version of Euier's eqytions, 

including the gyric effects of the spimiing reaction wheeIs that act like disnirbance toqyes; the 



reaction wheel speeds were the other three inputs into this SuperBlock. The attitude of the 

microsateiiite was parameterized by the 3-2-1 Euler angle sequence 0 =[O1 8 2  831'. Therefore, 

where Cl, C2, and C3 are the matrices defining a rotation around the 1.2, and 3 axes 

respectively. When the microsatellite was in its nominal pointhg orientation, with the telescope 

pointing in the ami-solar direction (this assumes no star was behg targetted), then =O2 =O and 

€13 =a+. The angular velocity of the microsatellite is denoted by fi = ?fT a> where m =[ail or 
b 

alT. The attitude equations of motion are 

&t) =s-'(O)m 

The ma& ~"(0)  is the kinematicai relation linking 0 with m. meaning that 

s = [ ~ I  CI& c,cAl (3.13) 

It is important to observe that there would be a singuiarity whenever 8 2  equaied exactly M. 

Using a more cornplex system of Euler parameters to define the attitude orientation could have 

alieviated this problem. However, it was decided in the end not to change the method of 

pamneterization. It was determined through experimentation that the chances of such a 

singdarity occUmng were rare when the spacecraft was tumbling (it oniy happened one tirne) 

and once the microsatellite was detumbled and Nnning a coarse pointhg attitude control routine, 

it would never approach this undesid angIe of orientation. 

The column vector g is the sum of ali the mrques, which when bmken d o m  becornes 

g =gc +gm +gd (3 .14) 



&Il =g, +&id (3.15) 

where g, are the conûol toques induceci by the reaction wheels, g,,, is the total magnetic toque 

induced by both the magnetoques (b) and the naturai dipole moment (&, and gd was the 

user-conmlled disturbance toque. The column vector hW is the angular momentum of the three 

reaction wheek, which are three of the inputs into this SuperBlock. The term dh,(t) is a the-  

varying disturbance toque introduced by the gyric dynamics of the spinning reaction wheeb. 

The attitude dynamics model was written uskg a BlockScript block. BlockScript is the 

native language of SystemBuiId and allows you to do complex caiculations in your model. 

Though not as flexible as C, it was prefenble to use BlockScnpt when it came to writing simple 

calculating routines that would never be used in the future as fîight code. In BlockScript, the 

variables Ui (i = 1 2,. , . ,m) are the input values, Yj (j =1,2,. . . ,n) are the output values, and Xk 

(k =12 .... ,p) are the state values. The initial values of the States, in this case the Euler angles 

(XI, X2, X3) and the rates (X3, X4, XS), were set using the Real Parameten list of the 

BIockScript block, which was accessed using the Block Parameters button. 

The output from the Attitude SuperBlock included not oniy &t) and Nt), but also the 

nine components of the matrix CbI. These components are used by the Orbit SuperBlock to 

determine the body frame values of the magnetic field of the Eaxth and the direction of the Sun 

for use by the magnetometer, sun sensor, and magnetoquer emulations. 

SateUite SuperBlock 

Master + Satellite 

The emulation of the microsateliite contained h x  SuperBlocks: the Sensor modei, the 

Actuator model, and the ACS DSP model. The inputs into the Sensor SuperBlock came from the 

Environment SuperBIock with aii the outputs going into the ACS DSP model. The Actuator 

SuperBIock received aii its inputs/commands h m  the ACS SuperBlock, dong with the 

magnetic field in the body frame (for use by the Magnetorquer emulation). The Actuator output. 

were f d  back to the Environment SuperBlock as well as the ACS SuperBlock for use by the 

state estimator model and some of the outputs were sent to the user console display. 



Ali of the sample ACS tlight code writtea was placed in the ACS SupetBlock, with one 

exception (see the Reaction Wheel Supexfllock). Al1 of this code, with some modification couId 

be used, in priacipie, on the actuai ACS DSP. 

Sensor SuperBlock 

Master + Satellite + Semor 

The Sensor SuperBlock contained three other SuperBloch: Magnetometen, Sun Sensor, 

and Rate Sensoa. The contents of al1 three SuperBloch were the same, three inputs each 

coming from the environment mode1 and three outputs each with the same vaiue as the input 

dong with some added sensor noise. For the hee-axis magnetometer emulation, the h e e  

inputs are the satellite body frarne values of the magnetic field of the Earth. For the two-axis sun 

sensor emulatioa, the three inputs are the d i t i o n  vector of the Sun with respect to the x-axis 

face of MOST, with the aperture of the CCD camera on the negative x-axis face of 

microsatellite. When MOST is in its nominal anti-solar pointing configuration, the sun direction 

vector wouid be 

[IO O]* =st 

Again, this assumed that MOST was in a damdusk sun-synçhronous orbit. if the microsateilite 

was in eclipse, the inputs into the sun semor emuiation would default to [I O O]'. Doing this was 

the closest way to simulate the removai of the sun sensor h m  any state estimation algorithms. 

F i y ,  the three inputs for the mte sensor emulation were the rates of rotation around each body 

axis. 

It was assumed that the magnetometer and rate sensors are aligned almg the principal 

mis fiame of the micmsatellite. The addition of rotation ma& blocks into this SuperBlock 

wouid correct any discrepancy if the sensors were p l a d  in a different orientation in the 

spacemft. Howwer, at this the,  the exact orientation of each sensor was not known. 

Therefore, it was decided to use the principal axis for now. 



It is apparent that these sensor edations are very simple d much of their design is 

"throw-away" work that will have to be modifiai before the ACS pmessor hardware can be 

co~ected  as hardware-in-the-loop. However, the seasorhardware that was to be used on 

MOST had yet to be defineci, so it was impossible to convert the outputs of every sensor into the 

proper voltages and currents. Chapter 6 details the changes doue to these emulations when the 

"uirow-away" work was removed. 

The sensor noise, defined as the column vector v")(t) with i =123 for the thtee sensors, 

was additive with discrete-the covariance 

where tk represeats a set of equally spaced sample times (the simulation step priod, which is 0.1 

sec.) and E(.) is the expectation operator. Fmm W. the value of each component of vf'(t) was 

generated in the simulation using the foiiowing: 

where j =1,2,3 for each component and aij is a randorn variable between O and 1 with uniforni 

distribution. The random number and noise generation was doue ushg SysternBuild's 

BlockScript language, as was done for the attitude calculations in the Attitude SuperBlock. The 

values of ri were 2 x 10-7 ,0.001333, and 0.01 167 forthe magnetometer, rate sensors, and sun 

sensor respectively. 

The rate sensor hardware for MOST was inciuded with the Dynacon reaction wheel 

electronics. When it cornes to determinhg the output of the rate sensors, the results h m  the 

serial data sueam of the reaction wheei must be decoded (se FEardware Reaction Wheel 

SuperBlock). For tbis simulation m&l, it was decided to place the rate sensor emulation 

separate ftom the reaction wheel emulation. The reason for this was because if you wanted to 

temporarily replace the reaction wheel emulation with the actual hardware to help t e k  the 

emulation design (as was done for this simulation), the rate sensor would be useless unless a one- 

axis air-bearing table was aIso available. In this case, one was not avaiiable and the reaction 

wheel hardware sat on a table, cedering the rate sensor useless and necessitating the use of an 



emulated rate sensor. When it came time to modifj the simulation for use in its secoadary 

purpose as operations support, the rate sensor was incorporated into the reaction wheel 

emulation. 

Actuator SuperBlock 

Master + Satellite + Achrator 

This SuperBlock contains the emulations of both actuator systems used by MOST. The 

inputs into this SuperBlock included the serial data strearns commanding dl three reaction 

wheels (each stream contained 9 bytes), the dipole moment comrnands for the magnetorquers, 

and the magnetic field of the Earrh expressed in the body frame. The outputs h m  the 

SuperBlock were the response serial data streams h m  the three reaction wheels (each stream 

again contained 9 bytes), and the toques generated by al1 six actuators. It was assurned that ail 

the actuatots were aligned dong the principal axis of the microsatellite. Again, it was not known 

at this tirne the exact orientation of the actuators in the spacecnft, so that was why this 

assumption was made. However, as long as the actuators are placed in a body axis centeted on 

the centroid of the spacecrafi, then the addition of a rotation maûUs block for each actuator 

would correct any discrepancy. 

Magnetorquer SuperBlock 

Master + Satellite + Actuator -> Mupetorper 

Though this emdation contains many blocks, includhg 3 SuperBlocks, its design was 

very simple. The microsatellite had magaecorquer coils aligned dong three axes of the 

spacecraft, represented in this SuperBIock by the blocks Magnetoquer1 - mis, 

Magnetoquer2 - mis, and Magnetorqued - a is .  Each magnetorquer received a simulateci 

electricaI current as command by either the user or the attitude control algorithm. The induced 

magnetic dipole moment codd be both positive and negative dependhg on the polarity of the 

applied current and each coi1 had a maximurn/minimum limit on the dipole moment it could 

induce (see Table 3 -1, in Section 32). 



The total dipole moment vector due to the magnetoquers was then added to the naturàl 

dipole moment of the rnicmsateUite, which at the time was estimateci to be 0.1 ~ r n *  dong each 

principal axis for MOST (this estimation came from Dynacon). The total magnetic torque 

induced by this dipole moment was 

g, = m'b, (3 .18) 

where rn =[ml r n ~  m31T is the totai magnetic moment of the micmsateliite and bb is the magnetic 

field of Earih expressed in the body frame of the spacecraft. The magnetic toque vector is the 

only output from this emulation for use by the Attitude SuperBlwk. 

Reaction Wheel SnperBlock 

Marrer + Satellite 4 Actuator + Reaction Wheel 

h e  reaction wheel emulations were contained in this SuperBlock. Dunng the 

development of the simulation, a hardware reaction wheel became available. It was connecteci to 

the simulator as hardware-in-the-Ioop and interacteci with h e  simulation. This was done to aid in 

the development of the software emulation of this acniator. Therefore, two Super3locks were 

created for the reaction wheel, one for interacting with the hardware and the other a sobare  

emulation. 

The other rime blocks found in this SuperBIock were C UserCode blocks containing 

sampIe flight c d e  usai to estimate the toques induced by each reaction whed bas& on the 

outgoing seriai chta geneliited by the actuators, which contained the wheel speeds. These toque 

estimations wete used in the Environment SuperBlock and by the state estimation algorithm. 

The functionality of the code was quite simple; after decoding the rotation speed of the mction 

wheel h m  two bytes of the 9-byte data stream, it estimatecl the toque of each reaction wheel 

using 

where 1, is the moment of inertia of each miction whed, is îhe cunent rotational speed of 

each ceaction wheel (radlsec.), &i is the rotational sped of each d o n  wheel h m  the 

previous t h  step of the simulation, and Ts is the the step lengch of the simuiation (sec.). Wiîh 



a short time step of 0.1 sec.. this method of estimating the reaction wheel torques was found to 

work weli for performing accurate state estimation. 

It should be noted that this is the only instance where sample ACS code was not located 

within the ACS Processor SuperBlock. This was done because simulation aiso required the 

reaction wheel torques to pmperly execute the attitude dynamics model in the Environment 

SuperBlock. Placing the toque C UserCode blocks in the ACS SuperBlock caused some 

circular algebraic logic errors in the simulation model. One solution was to place the blocks in 

the Reaction Wheel SuperBlock. It was later lemed that skewing the ACS SuperBlock back 

one time step (0.1 sec.) would have also solved the pmblem, however it was decided to leave 

these UserCode blocks in this location. 

Hardware Reaction Wheel SuperBlock 

Master + Satellite + Actuator + Reaction meel  + Hardware Reaction Wheel 

This SuperBlock consisted of only three blocks, both custom-made for RT-iab 

simulations. The first block initialized the hardware drivers that prepared the simulation for 

asynchronous serial communication by uiitializing the MO1 RS-422 seriai card, to which the 

reaction wheei hardware was connected. The P501 had four serial poxts, and the card itself sat in 

one of four slots on the ATC Greenspring motherboard (see Appendix A). These variables had 

to be defined by the user in the parameters of these IPSO1 Asynchronous blocks so the serial 

packet could be sent pmperiy. Two MO1 Asynchronous bIocks were required because two 

differenc serial ports had to be defined: one for sendiing and one for receiving. Because this was a 

beta version of the Mû1 code, it was missing many f e a m ,  including the ability to transmit 

and receive on the sanie IPSO1 port. This problem has since been fixed for the Iatest version of 

the simulation (see Chapter 6). 

The second bIock received the 9-byte serial packet created by the ACS SupetBlock for 

commanding the reaction wheel. The block then sent the command to the IP501. The IPSO1 

could send data at numerous baud rates. At the time of its use, the lP501 Send block was still 

king beta tested, so some of its features were not very user-friendly. For example, in order to 



change the baud rate, it required going into the C source code of the IP501 Send block anci 

manudy changing the variable that defined the baud rate. These changes weR not too difficult 

to d e ;  it only required Ieaming where to fiad the code and wheie in the code the change had to 

be made. For the hardware connection to the reaction wheel, Port O (A as defined by the IPSO1 

documentation) was used for sending the seriai packet, the IPSO1 was sitting in SIot I (B as 

defined by the ATC documentation), and che data tzansmission was done at 192 kBaud, 8 bits, 1 

stop bit, and no parity. Se Figure 3.4 for a diagram of the wiring connection. 

The third block received the response Pbyte seria1 packet h m  the reaction wheel and 

sent it to both the ACS SuperElock and the t o p e  C Usercode Blocks (see Reaction Wheel 

SuperBlock). Again, dl of the variables d e m g  the physical location of the IP501 and the 

transmission rate had to defined. AI1 of the settings w e ~  the same as the IP501 Send block 

except for the port location. The IPSO1 Receive block was set to meive the serial packet h m  

Port 1 (B as defined by the lPSOl documentation). One note on the reaction wheel: though 

capable of asyncbnous communications, the seriai commiiaication line was only haifduplex. 

While sending a q l y  packec, it may ignore any incoming command packet. See Figure 3.4 for a 

diagram of the wiring connection. 

As has been previously mentioned, al1 commands given to the reaction wheel were in the 

fom of a 9-byte senal packet. M e r  receiving a command, the reaction wtieel wodd execute it 

and repIy with another 9-byte seriai packet. Figure 3 5 gives a breakdom on the various bytes 

that make up both packets. The k t  and Iast bytes, " <" and ">" respectively, are markers us& 

by the reaction wheel software to help define a vaiid packet: one tbat contains nine bytes with 

these two markerç at the beginning and end. After ceceiving the *CW byte, the serial bufferof the 

reaction wheel cesets and accepts eight more bytes. If the " >" byte is not found as the 1s t  byte, 

the packet is discarded utii the next '<" byte is received. 

The mode byte is used in the command packet to pIace the reaction wheei into one of its 

numemus command modes. The vaiue of the mode byte in the cespome packet is the cutrent 

cornmancl mode of the reaction wheel. The naodes that werie used in the sirmilation were: 



Figiuc 3.4: Reacâiim WùeeI - SiiAcJalor W i g  h g m m  
CoflstantCurrent 

hwer Suppiy (iO V, 1 A) 

O 1 2 3 4 5 6  

BOS LBL m i da db dc 
; 

where ... BOS = @<@ Start of sequence delimiter, ASCII code 60 
LBL Label byte, user defined 
m Mode/wmmand identifier 
i Information identifier, use is mode dependent 
da .. dd Data bytes, use is mode depdendent 
EOS = A>@ End of sequence delimiter, ASCII code 62 

NulVQuery: Can be cailed at any tirne to access reaction wheel telemetry. Et does not change the 

current mode of the reaction wheel (the data bytes are igwred). 

Built-in Test: This mode is only used to tuni on the rate sensor when the simulation is 

inieidized. 

Disabled: This is the starting mode of the reaction wheel when it is powered up. Most of the 

wheel circuiûy is nuned off (the data bytes are ipred). 

Idle: The reaction wheel motor is enabIed, but is set to zero speed and toque. The reacaon 

wheel can now be placed ioro any desired control mode (the data bytes are igmled). 

Open-Loop Voltage: The feaction wheei motor wiii spin up to a cettain speed dependhg on 

what voltage it is c o d e d  to mch. 

Speed: This is a closed-loop feedback conaol mode. The wheel will spin up to a certain speed 

as commandai by the user. 



Tarque: This is a closed-lwp control mode. The wheel will spin up at a certain torque as 

commanded by the user. 

Note: the Dynacon reaction wheel has its own built-in proportionai-integrai (PI) micmcontroUer 

electronics to nin the Speed and Toque modes, 

The label byte can be any value as d e f M  by the user. Its pwpose is to correlate a 

tesponse packet with its command packet; the user gives a speçific label byte to a specific 

command and the response packet for that command wüi have the same label. 

The four data bytes are used in the comrnand packet to command the reaction wheel to a 

certain open- or closed-loop speed or torque (as appropriate for the current mode of the wheel). 

Al1 the data must be low byte h t  and S'scomplement form is used to store negative values. A 

scaling factor is applied to the data to allow for decent float-to-integer conversion. In the reply 

packet, the four data bytes are used to r e m  wheel teIemetry. The 6rst two bytes always return 

the estirnateci wheel speed of the reaction wheel. This estimate is generated by the interna1 

pmcessor of the reaction wheel and is reliably accurate. The telemetry value renimed by the 1st 

two data bytes depends on the value of the information identifier byte in the command packet. 

The information identifier bytes used in the simulation were: current mode (l), closed-Iwp 

wheel speed e m r  (6), motor supply voltage (41), rate sensor (l5), and wheel torque (60). The 

reaction wheel, at the tirne, could output only one of these telemehy values per response packet. 

Therefore, it was decided to create a separate torque estimation routine in the Reaction Wheel 

SuperBlock so that the rate sensor telemetry could be made availabIe without any torque 

telemetry, which was required by the Envitomnent SuperBlock and the state estimation 

algorithm. Again, al1 the data retunxi must be scaled to get the accual floating point value. The 

wheel toque telemetry has two separate scding hctors depeièdmg on the range of the telemetry 

(low or high). The information identifier byte in the ~turn packet infonns the user on which 

range was used so that the proper scahg factor can be applied. Scaling the rate sensor data is 

not just a simple matter of dividing it by a constant. The following fornula must be applied 

Rate sensor output (radlsec.) =((data value - 512.0) / 116000.0) - 1.895) * 0.087266 



where 5 12.0 and 16000.0 are scaling factors, 1.895 is the bias h m  the zero point of the sensors, 

and 0.087266 couverts the resulthg voltage into rad/sec. (5.0 is used instead of 0.087266 to 

couvert the voltage into degisec.). 

The tÜst test doue using the reaction wheel was to deteunine its moment of inertia. The 

reaction wheel was commandeci to a toque of 0.001 Nm for 600 seconds. The wheel speed was 

measured every 0.1 seconds and the results are shown in Figure 3.6. With a slope of 05935 and 

an intercept very close to zero, the moment of inertia was calculateci to be 

This value was very close to the typical moment of inertia for a Dynacon reaction wheel (around 

0.000 165 kg m21rad) and thus was used in the software emulation mode1 of the wheel. 

The next test performed was to detemhe the relationship between the commanded 

voltage and the reaction wheel speed in the open-loop voltage mode. Figure 3.7 shows the 

results of this test; the dope value of 43385 raW-sec was incIuded into the software emulation 

of the reaction wheel so that this mode could be simulateci propecly . 

When the PI controller for the software emulation of the wheel was designed (see 

Software Reaction Wheel SupecBlock), the results wece compitred to the hardware wheel to 

confirm that the tirne constants and overshoot values for the closed-loop modes were simfiar. 

F i y ,  the hardware wheeI was penodically inserted into the simulation for various nins to 

Ieam as much as possible about its behavior. For example, it was found that the closed-loop 

controlier perfomied poorly in the hardware reaction wheel whenever the magnitude of the 

wheel speed was Iess than 5 radlsec. (see the poor position control example in Figure 3.8). 

Therefore, the wheel speeds should never be kept near these values once they have been removed 

h m  the ide mode. in open-hop voltage mode, the hardware reaction wheel speed was 0.0 

rad/sec if the magnitude of the commanding voltage was Iess than or qua1 to 0.62 V (see Figure 

3.7). 
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Software Reaction Wheel SuperBlock 

Master + Satellite + Achtator + Reaction Wheel ?r Sofiware Reaction Wheel 

Two C UserCode blocks were required in the design of the software emulated mction 

wheel. The f i t  block ceceiveci the 9-byte packet and determined the commanded mode. If the 

commanded mode was not NulVQuery, it changed the inputs going into the wheel emulation so 

that the wheel was placecl into its new control configuration. The second block created the 

response 9-byte packet, including the wheel speed telemetry and the data that was requested by 

the command packet. Though the hardware reaction wheel could supply many different 

telemevy types, the software emulation ody supplied the following telemetry: c m n t  mode, 

closed-loop wheel speed emr, motor supply voltage, rate sensor, and wheel toque. This 

telemetly was useful in the design of the sample ACS flight code, while the other available 

telemet~y (eg. wheel temperature, interna1 pressure) were not needed and would be difficult to 

emulate in any usefd way. 

Once the command packet was pmcessed by the C code, the currently desired wheel 

speed was sent to the Wheel Plant SuperBlock and the Wheel PlantIPI Controller SuperBlock 

connected to a switch. The status of the switch was determined by the control mode of the 

wheel. If the wheel was in the open-lwp voltage mode, the Wheel Plant SuperBlock was useci, 

otherwise the closed loop Wheel PlanttPI Controller SuperBlock was used. The results h m  the 

switch were then passed though a saturation block that limited the speed of the reaction wheel to 

fi00 tad/sec. 

Ignoring the transient response due to coi1 inductance, the reaction wheel dynamics cm 

Iie modeled using the following equation [25] 

ow wheel speed 
IW wheel moment of intexth 
Ki effective motor toque constant 



& effective motor back-EMF constant (Kb =Ki) 
R, motor armature mistance 
tf non-viscous mechanical friction due to bearings 
B net viscous loss (bearings, EM effects, and other) 
vw applied annahm voltage 

The values of qand 8 are very srnall for the reaction wheel. Therefore, they were set to zero to 

simplifj the software emulation design. This ~ u l t e d  in di s O and d 2 s  Kt,. Ushg a Laplace 

transfom. the voltage to whed speed tramfer functioa was derermined 

T i e  -domain :d,o, (t) +d,& (t) = v, (t) 

Lapalce transfom : d , W(s) + d, s W (s) = V(s) 

(d? + d+)W(s) =V(s) 

Using the results shown in Figure 3.7 (al1 the data were coilected when& =O), d2 was calculateci 

to be 0.02305 V-&rad. The typical armature resistaace for the Dynacon reaction wheel is 2 R. 

Since Ki =&, d3 was cdculated to be 0.01458 V-sec2/rad. This mode1 was placed in the WheeI 

This mode1 was also placed in the Wheel PianüPI CoatroUer connecteci to a PI controller 

in a closed Ioop. The resuIting tramfer function was 

d2 +d3s 
Closed Loop Transfer Fuuction = 

1+ ( K,+- t'][cl, :d3s) 



The PI controlier and feedback made the plant into a Type 1 mode1 (ie. one free integrator), 

which meant that there was zero steady-state error for a step command. When using the closed 

Ioop Speed mode with the hardware reaction wheel, it was observeci that thece was some 

overshoot and the reaction wheel reached the desired speed quickiy. For the software emulation, 

it was detennined that a time constant (Tc) of 5 sec. and a damping ratio (b) of 0.75 would be a 

close approximation to the hardware reaction wheeI interfaced previously to the simuiator. The 

proportional and integrator constants (K, and KI), which were not known for the hardware 

reaction wheel, were cdcdated to be 

:. K, =O.l256 V - rad 

When using these values, the closed-hop operation of the software was found to be simiiar to the 

closed-loop operation of the hardware reaction wheel, The feedback error was one of the outputs 

for the Wheel PlantPi Conmller SuperBlock so that it could be included as reaction wheel 

telemeuy. 

The hardware reaction wheel on which the DC motor plant and PI controller were based 

was an older, engineering mode1 of the wheel. These values will be different for the reaction 

wheels used on MOST. Once the chiuacteristics of these wheels are howu, the simdator can be 

updated with new values for the motor plant and controller. 

ACS Processor SuperBlock 

Master + Satellite -+ ACS Processor 

There were many blocks used in this SuperBIock. All of the C UsexCode blocks used 

here, dong with the toque C UserCode blocks in the Reaction Wheel SuperBlock, containeci a i i  

of the sample flight code that couid, m principle, be used in some fom on the actuaI ACS 



pmessor once it is built. The C code usai for the orbital environment modeIs can also be used 

as the on-board orbit propagator with some modifications. 

The three gain blocks on the lefi-hand side of the SuperBlock were used to condition 

some data before king used by the ACS code. The first one was used to add in some error to the 

sensor observations (which aiready include noise error) if the user so desired. This was not done 

for the current simulation. The second gain block inverted the direction of the torques coming 

h m  the reaction wheel emulations. This was done because the state estimator required the 

toques they induced on the microsatellite, which of course were in the opposite d i i t ion  of their 

own toques. Finally, the thixd gain block was used to introduce some error into the hue 

anomaiy and magnetic field values (body frame) before they were used by the state estimator. 

This was done to simulate the ACS Processor having its own on-board orbit propagator that was 

not exactly synchronized with its actual orbit. 

The three RW input Code blocks each tan the same C flight code function. This function 

generated the P b  yte packet that commanded the reaction wheel emulations, with three copies for 

rime reaction wheels. The inputs into each C UserCode block were the desired reaction wheel 

mode and the command (if any) for that mode. AU of the inputs came h m  the ACS Flight Code 

block. The three RW Output Code blocks aiso ran the same function. This function received the 

9-byte response packet from the reaction wheel emulations and processeci the packet to 

determine the spinning speed of the reaction wheeI as well as the telemehy data tbat was 

rqwsted. As was stated previously, the final version of the simulation bad fixed this requested 

telemetxy to be the rate sensor (toque telemetry was separately calculated). These two riesults 

were the outputs h m  the C UsetCode block. The wheel speed was used by the Attitude 

SuperBIock so that the gyric effect of the spinning wheels could be included in the attitude 

dynamics of the microsatellite. Since the reaction wheel speeds were actual observations 

available to the ACS processor, they were also used by the state estimator so that its attitude 

equations would closely mode1 the "realW dynamics of the microsatellite. 

The ACS Flight Code C UsetCode block contained the code for contmUmg every 

actuator on thr microsateilite (magnetonpers and reaction wheeIs). This C UserCode block ais0 



processed aii of the observations coming h m  the sensors. The actuator commrndE and 

processed sensors readings were the only outputs h m  th& block. Every time step, using the 

observations h m  the magnetometer, this code aiso calculated the rate of change with respect to 

time of the magnetic field dong each body axis of the microsatellite ushg 

where b, = [b ,, b, b, 1' was the magnetic field obsewed by the magnetometer, n was the 

current time step of the simulation, and Ts was the time step length of the simulation (sec.). With 

a short time step of 0.1 sec., this method is accurate for the simulation. The vector b, was used 

by the ACS detumbling routine. 

In Section 3.2, it is showa that the user could place the simuiation in four modes. The 

sections of code used in the ACS Flight Code bIock depend on the mode selected in the Console 

display. If the user places the simulation in HK Ovemide mode, the code would control the 

actuators dependiig on the inputs given by the user in the ConsoIe. The magnetorquers could be 

switched off or on to the maximum magnetic dipole moment they couId create (in either the 

positive or negative direction along its axis of orientation). The user could also slew the 

micmsatellite around on each axis using the reaction wheeis. To do this, the ACS Ftight Code 

block placed the ceaction wheel into its closeci-loop Speed mode and spun the wheel up to the 

user-specified speed. The duration of ,he slew, in seconds, was 

where B was the user-specified slew angle (in radians) and Ij was the moment of inertia of the 

microsatellite dong the sIew axis. 

if the simulation was in Demble mode, the ACS Flight Code block used the 

magnetorquers to reduce the cumnt tumbling speed of the micrpsateUite to 02S0/sec. dong each 

body axis. No matter how grieat the initial tumbliog speed, the code wouid aiways be successtllI, 



though it might take several orbits before the micmsateiiite was detumbled. Details on the 

detumbling algorithrn, dong with some simulation test results, can be found in Cbapter 5. 

If the simulation was in Course Pointing mode (with or without Reaction Wheel 

Desaturation), the ACS Flight Code block used the mction wheels to point the microsatefite so 

that its body frame matched the solar pointhg m e .  This placed the aperture of the telescope in 

the direction of the anti-solar CVZ (see Figure 1.8). Though not modeled in the simulation, once 

pointing in this direction, the star-txacker could then be used to point MOST at a specific star for 

study. The coarse pointhg aigorithm could point the micmsatellite within less than one arc- 

minute of the desired direction dong each axis. The rates of the microsatellite could also be 

reduced to less than 0.05 deglsec. For corne pointing, the code placed the reaction wheels into 

their closed-loop Toque mode. The toque commands given to the wheeis were dependent on 

the results of the satellite state estimator, the fioal block found in the ACS Pmcessor SuperBlock. 

The state estimator, using the observations h m  the sensors, the on-board orbit propagator, the 

estimateci reaction wheel speeds and toques, and the commands given to the magnetorquers, 

attempted to determine the cumnt angle (with respect to the inertiai frame) and rate states of the 

micmsateiiite. Using a Kaiman Filter, the state estimator could quickly converge to the actual 

microsatellite states, even with the presence of non-modeled disturbance toques, as long as the 

initiai states of the spacecraft were within the foilowing limitations: k50° around each mis with 

respect to the ineitial frame with a f 10/sec. spin around each mis; or *BO0 around each axis with 

cespect to the inertial fmme with a M25O/sec. spin around each axis. This was sufficient for 

MOST because at and beyond these angIes, the stm sensor would no longer be pointing at the 

Sun, and without that sensor, the Kalrnan Fiter and state estimator would no longer work 

properiy. More details about coarse pointhg aigorithm and the state estimation aigorith, dong 

with some simulation test results, can be found in Chapter 5. 

If the simulation was in Course Pointing with Reaction meel Desaturation mode, the 

ACS flight code block ran a mutine using the maagetorquers to dump momentum fiom the 

reaction wheels while they were king useâ to point the micmsateiiite. This momentum 

dumping reduced the speed of the reactioa wheeis and prevented them fiom every apploaching 

their saturation speed, which was modeled to be 1ûûû d s e c .  for the sottwiue emulated wheels. 



The hardware reaction wheel did not operate properiy when its speed was lower tban 5 radlsec. 

(see Figure 3.8). Therefore, the desaturation mutine wouid reduce the wheel speeds to 50 

rad/sec. rather than to O radlsec. It would be easy to modifj the flight code to change the 

desaturated speed if so desired. Again, details about the momentum desaturation algorithm 

dong with some test results can be found in Chapter 5. 

3.1.2. Console SuperBlock 

An OpComm block was in this SuperBlock. This block, dong with its complement in 

the Master SuperBlock was used to define the boundaxies of the Master subsection of the 

simulation, the subsection which will nin on the QNX Target node of the sirnulator. Ail inputs 

passed though this block unchanged. 

The four-button block was to allow the user to place the simulated rnicrosateiüte ia one 

of four modes: HK Ovemie, Detumble, Course Pointing, and Course Pointing with Reuction 

Wheel Desaturation. HK Override allowed the user to manually slew the microsatelIite using the 

controls in the th= Rimary Axis SuperBlocks as well as manually test each magnetoquer (see 

next section). The other three modes placed the microsatellite into its own automateci ACS 

routine allowing the spacecrat? to conml the actuators as necessary. The user had no direct 

conuoI over the actuators in these modes. 

Most of the outputs h m  the Console SuperBlock were fed back to the Master 

SuperBlock. However some of the outputs were set as outputs h m  the top level SuperF3lock 

(see m w s  on cight-hand side of Console block in Figure 23). Once a simulation NU was 

completed, this data wouid be available in m a t h  as a variable that the user couid analyze and 

plot. 



Primary Axis SuperBlock 

Console + Primary Axis 1,2,3 

Al1 three Primaxy Axis SuperBIocks displayed the resuits coming tiom a i i  thre!e sensors. 

Generai orbital environment data, data that was mt direcîIy observed by the sensors, was aiso 

displayed. This data included the attitude Euler angles with respect to the inertial fiame, the 

orbital position vector of the micmsatellite in the inertiai fime nodized  to a magnitude of 

one, and the total magnetic toques that the micmsatellite was pmducing (iacluding those 

produceci by the natural dipole moment of the spacecraft). Each RMary Axis SuperBlock also 

displayed the telemetry data coming h m  its respective reaction wheel: wheel s p d  and the user 

selected data. 

If the simulation was in HK Override mode (see Console SuperBlock Section), the two 

slides and button ailowed the user to slew the microsatellite around any of its three prirnaxy axes. 

The slides set the size, in degrees, of the slew, as weU as the maximum speed of the reaction 

wheel. The "Zero Speedw button was used to quickly stop the reaction wheel in case of any 

problems. 

Disturbance Torque SuperBlock 

Console -+ Disturbance Torque 

This SuperBlock allowed the user to introduce disturbance toques along each body axis 

into the simulation. This dlowed the testing of the capabilities of the ACS flight code and its 

ability to hamile non-modeled toques. 

3.2. Simulation Execution 

The important mode1 parameters used in the simulation are listed m Table 3.1. These 

parameters wece kept constant UiFOughout the test@ of the simulation. Every time a new ACS 

sub-system was emulated, the simulation was executed so that it could be debugged and have its 

functionaiity tested. Once aii the sub-system emulations were fuiished and the sampie night 



code was behg written, the simulation was executed to debug and test the code. F i y ,  the 

simuIation was used to test the completed sarnple ACS flight code over long t h  durations. 

For the long duration tests, the t h e  vector used in the SystemBuild Simulation window 

(Figure 23)  was either [0:0.1:12000]' (O to 12000 sec.) or [0:0.1:30000]' (O to 30000 sec.), In 

SystemBuild, the fmt value was the staa tirne, the second value was the time step, and the third 

value was the finish the. With aa orbital period of around 6000 seconds, such tirne duralions 

would account for 2 to 5 orbits. For the sub-system tests, much sholter durations of LOO to 1000 

seconds were used. The Variable Kutta-Merson inteption algorithm was used for aii 

simulation m. 

Table 3.i: Simulaior Parometers 

l0rbit l~un Synchronous, 6 am - 6pm nodes, Ait. = 1 

J A - ~ ~ ]  
- 

Sensor Noise (a: random number between O 
and 1 with uniform distribution) 

Principal Moments of lnertil [kg -m21 
Roaction Wbeel b m e n t  of Inertia k g  -m21 
Max. Magndorquer Magnetic Moments 

785 & 
1, =I.O,Iz =1.2,13 4 .2  
0.0001685 
ml =53, m2 =S3, m3 =4.48 

On-board Orbit Propagator for ACS 

AI1 the RT-Lab simulations were rn m 'Software Synchronizd* real-tirne mode ( s e  

- -- 

!am smm. fi[.-;] d, 

Uses simuiation orbit mode1 with a 5 96 - - 

Estimator 
Simulation Step Period 
Aduator A h m e n t  

Figure 22). To help speed up the simulation nin, the T i e  Factor" was set anywhere fiom 05 

emr inuoduced 
0.1 sec. 
The 3 rnagnetorquers and 3 reaction wfiels 
aie aligneci dong the principal axk firame of 
the miaosateiiite 

to 0.1, which reduced the xun t h e  of the simulation h m  one-haif to one-tenth of the regular m 
time. However, when the reaction wheel was interfacd with the simulation as hardware-m-the- 



loop to help design the software wheel emulation, the "rime Factor" had to be set to 1 .O so that 

the wheel could respond properiy to the commamis it received h m  the simulation. 

3.3. Simulation Summary 

The emulation strategies d e s c n i  in the Section 2 2  were employed and sped up the 

development of sample flight code. Table 32 lists by system the number of SystemBuild 

mathematicai blocks and lines of C code were used to model each system. The C code listed for 

the ACS model includes the sample flight code tbat was written. In summary, the sample fiight 

code written covered the following functionality: 

- Serial Communication With Reaction Wheels 

- Actuator Toque Estimation 

- S tate Estimator/Kaiman Filter 

- Detumbling Control Law 

- Coarse Pointing Control Law 

- Momentum Desaturation ControI Law 

The majority of systems were quickly and easily emulated using oniy SystemBuiid 

bIocks, which saved much tirne. It took only t!uee months to develop a i i  of the flight code and 

envhnment code, including the tirne required to develop the entire model and test the 

functionality of the flight code. Five-sixths of that time was spent writing code while the rest of 

that time was spent placing and linking the simulation blocks. Table 3 2 is ordered h m  top to 

bottom by the complexity of the emuiation required to model each system. Low comptexity 

subsystem emuiations were those which required oniy buiit-m SystemBuiid mathematicai blocks 

to create (no C UsetCode bIocks were quired). AU of the sensor emulations were of the same 

complexity, while the magnetoquer emulations required more SystemBuild blocks, making 

them slightly more complex. The reaction whtxls, environment model, and ACS pmcessor 

subsysterns required much C code in order to simuhte. Thus, their exnidations were more 

complex. Complexity reflected how Iong it twk to create the emuiation and the difficuity in 



creating the emuiation. The sensors were the quickest and easiest to emulate, while the ACS 

processot mode1 was the most diffidt and required more time to create. 

The quick development t h e  was also made possible because testing and debugging the 

simulation and sample fligbt code was done on a block-mode1 sirnulam system. The graphical 

aspect of the system made it simpler to spot emrs and the software Console interface to the 

mode1 made it easy to conmi the simulation and create different scenarios to test the ACS code 

and the fidelity of the actuator and seasor emulations. 

Approximately one-sixth of the three month development time was spent working with 

SysternBuild mathematical blocks whiie the mt of the t h e  was spent writing, debugging, and 

testing C code. Based on that timeline of t h e  months, the appmximate work cime required to 

emulate each sys tem is also listed in Table 3 2. 

Magnetometer Model 
Sun Sensor Model 
Rate Sensor Models (x3) 
Magnetorquer Modds (x3) 
Reaction W heel Models (a) 
Envimnmnt Model 
ACS Modd 
Total 

Approx. Work (days) 
0.7 
0.7 

No. Bloçks Required 
2 
2 

Li- of Co& Rsquireâ 
O 
O 

6 
14 
6 
8 .  
3 

- 41 

O 
O 

155 
360 
790 

1305 

2.2 
5.1 

11.1 
23.6 
46.5 
90.0 



4. MOST ACS Flight Code Simulation Analysis 

4.1. Model Development Methodology 

Using the simulator system made it possible to develop impoiitant ACS code in three 

months, even without the presence of the ACS hardware. Assuming a typical processor 

development tirne of around 8 to IO rnonths (based on the MOST program), this ailows 

concurrent hardware and software and bardware development, wtiich shortens the amount of 

tirne that will be spent developing software after the ACS processor is built. 

Once the ACS processor hardware is available, it would be beneficial if the simuiator 

could still be us& to work on the microsatellite, with the ACS processor comected as hardware- 

in-the-loop, as an operations support tool (see Chapter 6). From the experience gained in using 

the simulator to write sample ACS flight code, a methodology was developed to help wxite flight 

code and prepare the simulator once the ACS processor is ready. This methodology helps 

reduce the amount of "throw-away" work: work that cannot be used either as flight code or as 

part of simuiator once the ACS processor is connected as hardware-in-the-loop. Though the 

methodology is focused on simulating the ACS processor, it can be applied to any microsatellite 

ptoçessor with peripheral systems, eg. Star Tracker processor connected to a CCD camera. A 

flowchart of the methodology can be found in Figure 4.1. 

1. Using empty SuperBlocks, do a basic modeling of the ACS system (processor, sensors, 

actuators, and ail the links between the systems) on the simulaior. 

2. Staa creating software emulations of the peripherais, starting with those that can be done 

using only SystemBuild blocks. Continue with the models that require some C code to 

develop. Priontize wnting any code that will be used as t'light code on the peripherals (eg. 

control code on a reaction wheel). Link these emulations to an enWoument mode1 so that 

actuators wiii afféct the attitude of the satellite and sensors wii i  observe the environment. 



Once the peripheral emuiations are complete, staa wrihg code for the ACS SuperBlock. 

The code should focus on functions that interact with the peripheials (sensors & actuators), 

which in the case of the ACS SuperBlock involves attitude con001 code and al1 the software- 

to-software interfaces to the peripherals. Test the code using the simulation. Debugging and 

testing will be an easier pmess because of the use of a block-mode1 simulator system. 

If any penpheral hardware becomes available before the ACS pmessor is completed, insert 

the hardware into the simulation and compare its behavior to its software emulation- Update 

the emuiation if there are any significant differences. Remove the hardware h m  the 

simulation. 

Repeat Step 3 if the ACS code has to be updated due to any changes to the peripheral 

emulations. Repeat Step 4 if any more peripheral hardware becomes avaiiable. 

Once the actual ACS processor is ready, move al1 of the ACS Super3lock code to the 

processor and comect it to the simulation system. The pmessor is now interacting with the 

software emulation of al1 its peripherals. Now that the connection between the ACS 

pmcessor and the peripherals is a hardware-software connection, the interfaces to the 

peripheral emulations will have to be replaced. 

This system is now the basis for a micmsatellite cornmanci verification fàcility (CVF), a 

support twI for the operation of the microsateiiite. It can be used to test changes to the Bight 

code or new attitude control algorithms before uploading hem to the microsateiiite. As other 

processors become avaiiable (eg. Housekeeping, Science), they can be connected to the ACS 

processor. The funçtionality of the entire microsatellite system can now be tested, with the 

simulation system taking the place of the environment, sensors, and actuators. 

4.2. Work Efficiency Trade Study on Early Flight Code and Simulator 
Oevelopment 

An analysis was made on the ratio of "throw-away" work to useful work for the various 

software emulations of the MOST ACS simulation when it was bemg prepared for interking 



with the ACS pmessor hardware (see Section 6.1). Aii the work done on the simulator system 

can be divided into two types: flight code development and simulator specific development- Al1 

flight code is useful work while simulator specific wodc can either be usefd or "throw-away* 

work depending if it can be used on the engineering mode1 describecl in Step 7 of the 

methodology. Figure 4 2  expIains this breakdom. 

Figure 4J: SimulaCion DLvclopment Mehdology Flowclinit 
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Applying these definitions to the work doue on RT-Lab, a trade study on work efficiency 

was done. Table 4.1 details by system how much of the work for each emulation was usefui, in 

terms of the number of SystemBuild blocks, ü m  of code, and work time. The work efficiency 

ratio was also given for each system emulation, where 

Work Efficiency Ratio = 
Usefui Work 
Total Work 

A work efficiency ratio approaching 0.0 indicates that aimost the entire emulation is %mw- 

away" work, while a ntio approaching 1 .O means that mast of the emulation can be used as part 

of the command verification facility. 

The work efficiency ratio for every system emulation was 0 5  or more, which was very 

good. By focusing the mode1 deveIopment on devefoping only ACS code that interfaced with 

the sensors & actuators, the amount of Zhiiow-away" work was limited to blocks ancilor code 

that interfaced the software ACS SuperBlock to the peripherai emulations. These are the 

software-to-software connections described in Step 3 of the methodology. Tbese interfaces will 

have to be changed if the ACS code on the actual pmessor is to be linked to the peripheral 

emulations. Figure 43 illustrates this concept. AU blocks and code in the software emulations 

h t  linked them to the ACS Processor SuperBIock had to be removed for evennial replacement 

with blocks and code that would make them compatible to the ACS processor hardware. 

Software driver blocks that will Link the emulations to the haxdware interfaces on the Target node 

of the sirnulator were included in these changes. 

Magnetometer Model 1 O 0.4 
Sun Sensor W e l  1 O 0.4 0.500 
Rate Sensor Models (d) 3 O 1.1 0.500 
Magnetoquer Models (x3) 11 O 4.0. 0-786 
Reaetion Wheel Models (a) 6 115 8.8 0-793 
Environment Wei 7 360 23.3 0.985 
AFS Mtnial O 896 39.7 ME3 



Simulator Link Diagram: 

Befoce ACS 
Procasor is + 
Available 

Figure 4.4 shows the work efficiency ratio as a function of the complexity of each system 

emulation, which is in order h m  the top of Table 4.1 to the bottom. As describeci in Section 
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3 3 ,  complexity reflected how long it twk to create the emulation and the difficuity in creating 

the emulation. The three sensor emulations, king essentially the same in complexity, were 
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The goal of efficient fiight code and simulation development is to focus on c r e a ~ g  

emuiations whose work efficiency ratio is within the top end of this trend m e .  Contmry to 

what might be expected, as the emulations became more complex, they proved to be moE 

efficient in their use. Though they took more the  to develop, these high cornplexit. emuiations 

had more components that could be used in the CVF. The less complex emuiations, though good 

enough for use in the development and testing of ACS flight code, requùed much des ign  in 

order to be incorporated into the CVF. 

Another work analysis was doue on the simulation. This one studied the work efficiency 

in developing the entire simulation, rather than focusing on the work efficiency in the 

deveIopment of each separate system emulation. A new ratio was calculated, called the 

cumuiative work efficiency ratio, w h e ~  

Cumulative Work Efficiency Ratio = 
Cumulative Useful Work 
Cumulative Total Work 

This ratio is measured each t h e  a new emdation is completed. If the ratio continues to rise 

after each stage, then the overail development of the simulation is king doue efficientiy. When 

the ratio begins to drop, this indicates that the simulation development is no longer king done 

efficiently. When this occm, it is a good indication that simulation development shouid be 

halted at, or soon after, the current stage. Table 4 2  shows the cumulative wodc (both total and 

useful) and cumulative wodc efficiency ratio at each stage of the development of the simulation. 

Aay inconsistencies between the sums in this table and the data in Table 3 2 and 4.1 are due to 

munding. 



The cumulative work efficiency ratios were plotted against the cumulative total work and 

a trend was developed h m  the data points (see Figure 45). The trend showed that the 

cumulative work efficiency ratio kept on increasing as the development of the simulation 

continued, though the rate of increase approached zen, by the t h e  the ACS module was 

developed. Therefore, the overall simdation development, dong with the development of each 

system emulation, was done in an efficient manner. Sampie flight code was developed quickly 

and a majority of components in the simulation can be used in the CVF. However, there was a 

very slight drop of 0.09 (see Table 42) in ovedi work efficiency when the basic ACS flight 

code was finished. This is a warning that if more highiy complex emulations and flight code are 

developed, then the overall simulation development might become inefficient. 

Figum 4s: CumuMve WorR Ine@icnq f i t  Barcd on MOST Simulaîbn 
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4.3. Flight Code Development Limitations 

With these efficiency mes developed, the next step was to study the possïbility of 

developing more flight code requinng even more complex software emulatiom of the ACS 



system. Would the emulation efficiency curve in Figure 4.4 remain above 05, or would it drop 

above that Ievel? Wouid the cumulative efficiency curve in Figure 45 remah high, or wouid it 

begin to drop? Two types of high complexity flight code development were studied: intra- 

processor code and inter-processor code. 

intra-Processor Code: This flight code includes reading telemetq sensois placed on the 

processor board (temperature, power, voltage), memory access and storage, and some low-level 

software driver development. The amount of flight code needed to perform these functions tends 

to be srnail, mund 10 lines of code each, for a total of arouncf 30. However, in oder to do any 

useful development work, it will require a low-level emuiation of the ACS processor and its 

linkages to other devices on the processor board, such as the memory devices and felemetry 

sensors. Such pmessor simulations, based on experience, tend to require at least 100 to 200 

lines of Whrow-awayw C code and would also need a few SystemBuild blocks to emuiate the 

sensors. This results in a work efficiency mtio of O 3  at best, and 0.15 at worse. The cwnulative 

work efficiency ratio also begins to dmp. Given the low work efficiency ratio, this type of flight 

code should not be written until the processor hardware is available. 

Inter-Processor Code: This flight code includes al1 of the serial software drivers needed to 

communicate between the model ACS pmessor and a model of the Housekeephg (HK) 

pwessor. It also hcludes the application progtam interfaces ( A R )  needed ta create and 

decode serial packets and the code that uses the APIS to send CO- and receive telemerry 

over the serial bus. The most important aspect of inter-processor communications that can be 

checked using the sirnuIator is the timing of packet transmissions: response achowledgements 

to commands and the handling of commands that time-out. An attempt was made to write code 

for inter-processor communication using the simulator smce the seria1 packet APIs had been 

pceviously been written by other members of the MOST team, but the attempt was evennially 

abandoned after about 100 lines of code were written, It was proving too dificuit to simulate the 

seria1 communication timers that controlied packet flow for each embedded processor of MOST. 

Without an accurate simulation, any of the application code written using the APIs would be 

suspect when used on the actuaI procesors. It wuid aii end up king %w-away" wock, which 



would give a very low work efficiency ratio, possibly a ratio of zero. This would aiso guarantee 

that the cumulative work efficiency ratio wouId start dmpping. 

As model complexity continues to increase, it was found by the above extrapolation that 

the work efficiency ratio aiso dropped to a very low value, as is shown in Figure 4.6. The 

cumulative work efficiency ratio aiso began to dmp visibly, as is shown in Figure 4.7. It is 

important to keep al1 flight code and simulator development within the maximum of the curves 

in order to get work efficiently done eariy in the life of the microsatellite and to have a good 

simulator system ready when the hardware is ready so that an enginee~g model test system can 

Figure 4.6: Work EficEicncy eXaapoWn 
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5. ACS Flight Code Algorithms and Tests 

5.1. Detumbling Algorithm Using Magnetorquei Actuation 

The Detumble ACS mode celied ody on the mangetorquers and magnetometers. This 

mode was used to reduce the tumbIing rates of the microsatellite to 0 î 5  degh afîer it was placed 

into orbit by the launcher. Though algoritIims do exist that provide some position control whiie 

detumbling, they were not used in this simulation 

A simple Bdot contrnl law was used. The dipole moment commands to the 

rnagnetorquers (in the body frame) were set such that: 

m = - k,(b,, - Pm) (5.1) 

w h e ~  b, =[b,, b, b,lT was the thne derivative of the magnetic field observed by the 

magnetometen, b , = [b ,, b , b, 1' was the t h e  denvative of the on-boad modeled magnetic 

field of the Earth (ineaial fiame), and kb was a suitable scalar constant such that dipole moment 

produceci would not exceed the maximum capability of the magnetorquers. In this case, kb = 

50000. The value of b, was calculated each t h e  step of the simulation in the ACS flight code 

using an equation similar to Equation 324 (See Section 3.1). 

The variable b, in the control law was intmduced to reduce the effect of the change in the 

observed magnetic field due to the microsatellite orbiting the Earth on the deshed magnetoquer 

control moments. When the satellite was dembled, then b, = b, . This made the denimbling 

algorithm more efficient. On the simulator, the on-boacd modeled magnetic field was the same 

as the environment mode1 magnetic field with a 5% emr Wuced.  

5.2. Coarse Pointing Aigorithm Using Reaction Whwl Actuation 

The coarse pointing mode used the miction wheels to point and hold the mimsateflite 

with respect to the sols  pointing refe~nce frame. Therefore, the aperture of the telescope on 

MOST wouid point in the ami-soIar CVZ direction. A PD control law was used to control the 

reaction wheels, such that the commandeci reaction wheel torqws in the body thme were 



whexe ï?, and & were positivedefinite diagonal 3x3 matrices, K =[& Kd], and 2 = [e . 

The variable 6 = FI 6, 6, was the estimated Euler angles of the micmsatellite principle 

axis with respect to the inertial hame and 6 = [&, ci,&, was the estimated rotation rate state of 

the microsatellite with respect to the inenial6rame. The variable Ax, = [AO, A, was the 

difference in orientation between and rate between the telacope frame and the inertiai fiame. It 

was used to correct the desired control torques so that the microsatellite would be pointhg 

towards the ana-solar CVZ. The deltas were simply defined as Ag, = [O O -a, t p  and 

Po>, = p O - a, P. where y was the orbital frequency of the hth  amund the Sun. 

The estirnated states generated by the Estimator flight code were calculated using a non- 

linear mode1 of the system implementing a Kalman Fiter. Al1 toques except for those pmduced 

by the reaction wheels and the rnagnetorquers were unodeleci. The state equation of the 

estirnacor was 

CbI was the rotation matrix between tlie body axis fiame and the ineaial hine, bl, was the on- 

board modeled magnetic field in the inertial f iaa~ nonnaiized to a magnitude of 1.0, and s, =[l 

O O] was the direction vector p o i n ~ g  towatds the Sun in the solar pointing fiame. The variable 

y was a 9x1 matrix containing the sensor outputs h m  the magnetometer (nomialized to a 

magnitude of 1 .O), rate sensors, and sun sensor respectively. In the case of the magnetometers, 

the outputs were nounaiized to 1.0. 

K was chosen to rninimize the perfomiance M o n :  



This c m  be solved by determinhg a positivedefinite solution of X in the Riccati equation 

XAtin +A~~,TX - X(BY'B~)X +Q =O (5s)  

where K =R"B~x. A, = Ai, 

The variables Q (6x6 positive semidefinite matrix) and R (3x3 positive definite matrix) 

were weighting matrices, selected so that the maximum applied toques did not exceed 0.003 

Nm, the maximum aiiowable on the Dynacon reaction wheel. Solving for K led to the foiiowing 

value for use in the PD conmiier of the ACS flight code 

A modified version of the LQR method was used to determine L. The performance 

fùnction used here was the same as before, except R was now a 9x9 matrix. The Riccati 

equation king solved now had the fom 
T -1 YA~~,T +&Y - Y(C',~, R C'~JY +Q -0 (5-f) 

where L =-R-'C'~,Y and 



IQ Equation 53, L multiplied the difference (or emr) between ~ ( i )  and y . Therefore, the 

dC 
differential matrix - was used to optimize L. 

ax i, 

However, bi, and hence c ' C ~ ,  was dependent on the position of the micmsateilite in its 

orbit as well as the rotation of the Earth on its own axis. One method for accommodating this 

would be to recalculate the ma& and solve Equation 5.8 every simulation t h e  step to 

detemine the optimized value for L. However, this wouid be computationaiiy intensive and 

would Iead to much complication. Another method wouid be to switch everything into a discrete 

tirne format €0 solve for L. Such a format wouid lead to equations that are les  complicated to 

solve. in the end, another solution was discovered. 

The ma& L was calcuiated for the position of the microsatellite at the simulation start 

time (Vernal Quinox, mie anomaiy =0.0). A simulation was then executed with the estimator 

ody using this L mauix. As shown in Figure 5.1, the microsatellite managed to make it through 

about one-sixth of its orbit (1000 s) before its position conml algorithm no longer worked 

because the state estimator became unstable. This L mauix was no longer ideal for the current 

position of the microsatellite. The sidereal rotation of the Earth had no appreciable effect on 

how far the microsatellite couid have1 in its orbit; the near-symmetry in the dipole magnetic field 

mode1 wouId account for such a smail influence. Therefore, if the estimator fiight code had 

another L matrix that was calcuiated for an orbital position with a m e  anomaly of 45" and a 

simulation tirne of 0.0, it couid switch to using that value of L once the on-board orbit 

pmpagator approached the halfway point between the two positions (225"). 

Assuming the on-board orbit propagator never diverged greatly h m  the actual orbit of the 

microsatellite ( 4 0  96 emr), a series of L matrices couid be caIculated to cover the entire orbit, 

one for every eighth of the orbit. The actuai (non-nonnaiized) br, veçtors for al1 eight positions 

are Iisted in Table 5.1. Due to symrnetry, there were only four different br, vectols. Hence, 

chere were ody four difFerence Ch maaices and ody four L matrices had to be caicuiated and 

stomi in memory with the estimator tlight code. The values of these L matrices can be found in 

the flight code Ne "usrestimator.~" in Appendix D. When ninMig, the estimator switched h m  



one L matrix to another when the on-board orbit propagator reached îhe hdfway point between 

two of the m e  anomaly values tabulatecl in Table 5.1. 

Figure 5.f: DtsfubiIiralion ofCourse Poinfing Conml Due io Chging MqnetiC Fieid 

5.3. Reaction Wheel Desaturation Algorithm Using Magnetoquer 
Actuation 

The magnetoquers were also used to d u c e  the anguiar velocities of the reaction wheeIs 

to prevent them h m  becoming saturateci. Many schemes have been developed to perform 

reaction whed momentum management (see (7); the one used in the simulation was the 

conventional cross-product law (CCPL). The dipole moment commands to the magnetorquers 

are set such that 



wheie 14. was a positive scalar constmt and t~ =[ml mlT were the desued wheel specds in 

rad/sec. The variable k,,, had a value of 5.0 A-m/N in the simulation. If the value was much 

larger, the microsatellite wouid become unstable as the reaction wheels desaturated because the 

toques produceci by the magnetorquer would be too large for the state estimator to handle 

effectively. 

5.4. ACS Simulation Test Results 

Figure 52 shows the results of one simulation using the detumble control aigorith, with 

initial rotation rates of 10°/s with respect to the inertial ceference m e .  With an orbital period 

of 6033 s, the mtational rates were damped to ceasonable levels aiter one th i i  of an orbit. 

ACS B-Dot Detumble Resuits (Principal Axis Frame Hirt lnertiai Frame) 

The results of a successiùi simulation nin using the coarse pointhg and desaturation 

control algorithm can be seen in Figures 5 3  and 5.4. The initial conditions of the microsateIlite 

ari: 10" for each position angle aad OZO/s for each rotation tare. The coarse pointhg algorithm 

is m e d  at O s and is followed by a response h m  a user-created d i i a n c e  mponse at 500 S. 

The spikes in Figure 5.4 at 500 s are the reaction wheels rwpoding to the disturbance and trying 

to keep the spacemft pointing in the desired direction. This causes a momentaiy spike in the 



angular position of the spacecraft at the same tirne (see Figure 53). These spikes take about 150 

sec. to settle dom. The reaction wheels are then desaturated starting at 1200 S. The desaturation 

algorithm stays active until the end of the simulation. When started, the desaturation algorithm 

causes a spike in the angular position of the spacecraft at 1200 s (see Figure 53). Body Axis 1 

and Axis 2 quickly senle down into their proper pointhg positions in about 500 s, but it takes 

1200 s for Body Axis 3 to settle dom. The hardware reaction wheel is desaturated to 10 rads 

rather than O radis because it has pmblem controIiing its speed when it is below 5 rads (see 

Figure 3.8 in Section 3.1). 

Figure 53: Course PoUltiiogAksonuotion Eqedhent Re& (Anguhr Position) 
ACS Reaction Wheel Pointhg - Disturbance Response and Momentum Dumping 

ACS Reactian m e e l  Pointlng - Dlsbrbanca Response and Momenbm Dumping 



6. Future Expansion of MOST Simulator 

6.1. MOST Command Verification Facility (ACS Processor as 
Hardware-in-the-Lmp) 

With the MOST ACS Fiight Code simulation completed and most of the sample ACS 

flight code written, the next two steps as outlined in the methodoIogy prepared the simulator to 

become the Command Verification FaciIity (CVF) for the MOST microsatellite. This facility 

will initially be used to test the flight code developed on the simulation using the ACS pmessor 

hardware. The code will require some changes to accommodate the hardware architecture of the 

new processor, however these changes will be at a minimum. The simulator would not allow the 

use of any unusually compIex C commands because it only used the oId WATCOM C v5.1 

compiler. Therefore, the C fùnctions used in the flight code shouid work on the pmessor and 

require no changes. 

Figure 6.1 shows the configuration of the CVF. The ACS pmessor hardware running 

the flight code, includmg the 0kb0art-i orbit propagator copied from the environment emulation 

code, is connected as hardware-in-the-loop to the simulator. In essence, the ACS pmessor 

hardware takes the place of the ACS Pmcessor SuperSlock and the Torque blocks in the 

Actuator SuperBlock. Wben the facility is running, the ACS processot gives actuator 

commands to the simulator via the hardware interfaces on the Target node. The simulator nins 

the actuator, sensor, and environment software emulations as before, and al1 sensor observations, 

including the senai packet respnses h m  the reaction wheeIs, are sent back to the ACS 

pmcessor for state estimation and telemetry recording. The ACS processor c m  aiso be 

connected to other avaiiable minosatellite hardware, such as the House Keeping pmessor, 

telecommunicaion & telemtry conml ('iT&C) nodes, and the Science CCD processor. See 

Figure 3.1 for other examples of hardware that can be included. Ualike the sensors and 

actuators, such hardwm does not requîre any specialized ground support equipment and thus 

can be connected to the CVF via the ACS pmessor. kluding such extra hardware aiiows the 

user to test more of the fimctionality of the ACS pmessor while it interacts with its simulateci 

senson, actuators, and environment. 
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As described in Section 4.1 and shown in Figure 43, the simulator mut  be modified to 

remove the %mw-away" work. This work included any blocks or code that deaIt with the 

software-to-software links between the ACS Processor SupecBlock and the sensor & actuator 

emuiations, They had to be replaced with code and blocks chat nui the software cirivers linking 

the emulatioas to the tmdware interfaces on the Target node, creating the hardware-to- 

software Iink berneen the ACS pmessor hardware and the sensor & actuator emulations. 

Along with these changes, some othea had to be made. In the MOST Sample ACS Fiight Code 

Development simulation, the sensors provided their observations to the ACS Frocessor 

SuperBIock in tùeir acnial units (eg. the magnetometer outputted its results in H), rather ttian in 

volts or m n t  as in reality. The magnetorquers aIso received their commands in desired 

magnetic moment rather than cunent. This was done because when the original simulation was 

devebped, the exact hardware that was going to be used was not known. Therehre, it was 

irnpossibIe to mode1 the voltages and currents that this hardware wouId require. Since the rate 

sensors on MOST are part of the Dynacon reaction wheei package, it was also decided to move 

their emulations over to the reaction whed emulations at this stage. 
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AU the modifications requid to prepare ttie simulation for the CVF were made. As of 

this t h e ,  the ACS processor bas not yet been avdable forconnection to the simulator as 

hardware-in-the-loop. As will be shown, some caiïïiations wiU stül have to be made to the sun 

sensor and magnetoquer emuiations to make sure they interact properly with the ACS pmessor. 

6.1 -1. Changes Made To Create MOST CVF Simulator 

Though ail of the SuperBIocks in the simulation were modified, many of the 

modifications only involved the removal of inputtoutput connections between blocks, due to the 

removai of the ACS Processor SuperBlock. The changes that are higtirighted in this section are 

those that involved the addition or removal of blocks to a specific SuperBlock. 

One general change made to the simulator was the change of the inertia ma& so that it 

was a closer match to the current vdue for MOST. M e n  the simulation was originally made, 

this inertia matrix had yet to be cdculated accumtely for MOST, thus values of the same order of 

magnitude were used instead. Table 6.1 shows the principal moments of inertia mund the 

cenuoid of MOST, almg with the directions of the principal moments. Usiog these 

eigenvectors, rhe d k t i o n  cosine between a vector rotated to this Frame artd the original vector 

in the body m e  was calculated. The angle between these vectors was 5.7". This angle was 

very srnail and justified the onginai assumption made in Section 3.1 that the body €rame was the 

same as the principal axis fiame. if so desired, a rotation matrix can be inWuceci into the 

Attitude SuperBIock to compensate for this slight offaet. 

Priacipi 

Moments of 

Inertia (kg-m2) 

2.8 

Direction of Principal Axes 
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Table 62  lists the system emulations that werie modified and how many new blocks and 

Ihes of code were required to make those modifications. Using the same time estimates applied 

in Section 33, an estimate on the total work time required to make these changes was made. It 

took less than a week and a half to make di the necessary modifications, which helped to v e m  

the tirne estimate assumptions made in Section 33. 

Diagrams of each modified SuperBlock can be found in Section II of Appendix C. 

Table 6.2: Simuhtùaa ModifiaaOn Summary 

Orbit SuperBlock 
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The changes made here dealt with the sun position model. The field of view of the sun 

sensor was now known to be *7*, thus the sun would be not be visible to the sun sensor if the 

aperture of the sun sensor was not within these limits due to the angular position of the 

micmsatellite. The sun model was modified to take this into account. The rotation blocks for 

the sun direction vector in the body frame were aiso removed due to a change in the data king 

sent to the sun sensor emuiation. Rather than sending the sun vector components to the sensor 

emuiation, it must now send the two angles by which the Façe of the sun sensor (on the negative 

x-axis face) was offset with respect to the dkction of the sun. In the terminology used by the 

SUU sensor, these two angies, ha and &, were the elevation angle and the azimuth. Using C 

code iatherthan bloclcs,the mtatioamattices Chand Cbt =c~(B~)c~(B~)  wereused to rotate4 

(sun veaor in telescope frame) into the body fiame s, = [s,, sb2 s,]. m e  ma* ebI wu 
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used instead of Chi because the sun seasor has no way of determinhg the value of81 and thus it 

must be removed h m  al1 calculations. The angle ha was then determined using the foiiowing 

The angle was either positive or negative depending on the sign of Sb3. The vector 31, was then 

mtated by the rnatrix C~(-ha) and took on the value < = [al jb3]. The angle ebct was 

then calculated 

These equations were derived using the inverse of the mine angie law 

abT 
cos (angle between a and b) = - 

Il a il Il bu 
In the case of both equatioos, the matrix [l O O]' was Q. In Equation 6.1, the angie between sb 

and s, around Axis 2 of the solar pointing h e  (sun sensor elevation) was desired. Mer  

rotating sb mund this Axis 2 by ha, the angle between sb and sr mund Axis 3 of the solar 

pointhg frame (sun sensor azimuth) was determineci in Equation 6 2. The functionaiity of these 

quittions was verified using Matlab. 

These two angles, dong with the visibility stam of the Sun, were sent to the sun sensor 

emuiation. The matrix C, can aiso be wed in the state esrimator flight code to determine the 

direction of the Sun using the estimated states. 



Sateiiite SuperBlock 

Master + Satellite 

The biggest change to this SuperBlock was the removal of the ACS Processor 

SuperBlock; all of the ACS funcnonality was handled by the processor hardware. The outputs 

h m  the Sensor SuperBlock were the magnetometer and sun sensor telemehy king sent to the 

Console SuperBlock for diiplay. The blocks handihg the sensor outputs to the processor 

hardware interfaced to the simulation were placed in the Sensor SuperBlock. The inputs into the 

Actuator SuperBlock were the body fiame magnetic field values and the rates of spin of the 

microsatellite, which came h m  the Environment SuperBlock. These values are re~uired for the 

proper operation of the magnetoquer and rate sensor emulations. 

Sensor SuperBlock 

Master + Satellite + Sensor 

The changes made to this SuperBlock were the removai of the Rate Sensor SuperBIuck, 

which was moved to the reaction wheel emulation, and the addition of the Sensoray 626 andog 

output driver block. The RT-Lab simuiator had two Sensoray 626 boards, each with four anaiog 

output pins. The outputs h m  the Sun Sensor emulation and magnetometer emuiation each went 

to a different board. 

In the Roperties window of the Sensoray analog output blocks, the user must define in 

the heger Parameters section which board is king used. This parameter ranges h m  O to n 

where n-H is the number of Sensoray board available. The magnetometer outputs used Board O 

and the sun sensor outputs used Board 1. The Sensoray anaiog output box aiso aiiowed the user 

to send different output5 when the simuiator was in one of three execution modes: Reset, Pause, 

or Run mode. For this case, the same set of outputs was used for al thee modes. 

It was discovered that there were discrepancies between the desired output values and the 

actual values outputted h m  the Sensoray 626. The reason for these discrepancies was never 

discovered. However, through experimentation, the value of the discrepancy fbr each output pin 



was found to stay constant down to the cV and thus it could be compensated though the addition 

of two extra blocks. 

Magnetometer SuperBlock 

Marster + Satellire + Sensor -+ Magnetometer 

Information about the magnetometer used by the MOST microsatellite can be found in 

Appendix B. The magnetometer used on MOST sen& it observations to the ACS processor in 

the form of a voltage, which is then converted by the flight code to a magnetic field reading. The 

conversion equation is 

where v, containeci the three voltage outputs of the magnetometer and z, =[25V 2 3  25V1 
was the zem-point of the magnetometer. Equation 6 3  was placed into the sample ACS flight 

code for use by the estimator and the detumbling algorithm. The modified magnetometer 

emulation, of course, did the reverse of Equation 63 so that the pmper voltage could be sent to 

the ACS pmcessor. 

The maximum magnetic ceadhg the sensor can detect is higher than the maximum value 

of the Eanh's magnetic field at 785 km. Since the maximum voltage the magnetometer cm 

output was l a s  than 10 V, the maximum analog output value of the Sensoray 626, the= were no 

difficulties making this emulation wotk with the ACS processor. As will be shown, this was mt 

always the case for other sensor and actuator emulations. 

Sun Sensor SnperBlock 

Master + Satellite + Sensor + Sun Sensor 

information about the sun sensor used by the MOST microsatellite c m  be found in 

Appendix B. Essentiaiiy, the sun sensor consists of four photodiades each pIaced in one 

quadrant of the sensor. Sunlight enters the aperture of the sun sensor and the direction of the sun 



is determined based on the four cmnts  nrnning through the diodes. The Cartesian coordinates 

of the sunlight on the sensor face was deterrnined by 

where Q 1,Q2,Q3, and Q4 are the 4 photodiode cmnts ,  and X and Y are always between 51 .O. 

From this, two of the angles of rotation of the sun sensor, and hence the microsatellite, were 

determineci using the foliowing equations 

The direction of the sun in the frame of the micmsatellite was then determined using the matrix 

Cbt =C~('ebtdC3('ebt3). 

Equations 6.4 and 6 5  are standard for the AeroAstm sun sensor. The constants in 

Equation 6 5  are determined by AeroAstm through experimentation for each SUU sensor. The 

constants Ao, Bo, Ay, and Bx tend to be very smaii and are equd to 0.025,0.039,0.001, and 

0.005 respectively for the sun sensor on MOST. They cm be changed in the future if any new 

calibration tests show that the values have changed. The constants Ax and By were equal to 

0565 and -0564 respectively. This meam that the maximum angles h m  which the sun sensor 

could detect the sun accurately (within la) were fil0 for both and ebs. Though the field of 

view of the sun sensor was &67", the accuracy of the sun sensor degradeci as the angles exceeded 

the ideal position. Equations 6.4 and 6 5  were placed into the sample ACS tlight code for use by 

the estimator. 

The modifieci sun sensor emuiation had to do the reverse of these equations so that the 

proper photodiode currents were sent to the ACS processor. Values for and were taken 

h m  the Orbit SuperBIock and saturated at a value of f31a to simulate the degrading accuracy of 

the sun sensor when the angles exceeded rhis range. In addition, a line of code was added to the 

sun position emuiation in the Orbit SuperBlock so that the sari sensor was shut off (si* to 



when the microsatellite was in eclipse) when either or exceeded s 7 " .  Wben the sun 
sensor was considered shut off (an input of O hto the switch block), the direction of the sun 

defaulted to [l O OIT Iike before. This wüi have to be changed once it is known how Dynacon 

deah with the sun sensor outputs when the Sun it no visible. If the sun sensor was on, X and Y 

were then calculated using hQ, and the foliowing equations 

A problem in creating the emulation then occurred. In order to determine the four current 

values for a specific X and Y, Equation 6.4 had to be used. However, there were only two 

equations with four unknowns to be solved, thus there was no independent solution. A least- 

squares algorithm that guarantees non-negative solutions for ail for currents could have been 

used to determine a solution. However, the equations are non-liiear and such an approach wouid 

have been computationally intensive. A better approach was to define a third equation 

specimg the total of al1 four currents 

Ql+Q2+Q3+Q4=T (6.7) 

The value of T chosen had no effect on the sun sensor equations, since it was the relative values 

of the currents that were necessary in denving the orientation of sun sensor. At this the, 

AeroAstro had yet to specify the magnitude of the typical currents the sun sensor would provide, 

thus it was decided to set T =0.01 A teqrariiy. The value of the total c m n t  cm be changed 

in the future when more is hown about the sun sensor. However, in the end, it ody matters that 

the value of T chosen is greater than O and l e s  than the input toIerances of the ACS processot 

board. 



With the addition of T, the foiiowing equations were derived 

With the constraints that T >O and -1 >X,Y >l, then the following steps cm be used to 

guarantee that none of the currents become negative 

1)If (X +Y >O)thenQQ=OandsolveEq.6.8 
2) if (X + Y < O) then 42 = O  and solve Eq.6.8 
3)If (X + Y =O) t h e n @ = ~ = O ~ s o l v e E q . 6 . 8  

Following these steps gave the same cesults as doing a lem-squares anaIysis with non-negative 

solutions on Equations 6.4 and 6.7. 

One problem with connecting this emulation to the ACS processor is that while the 

outputs from the Sensoray 626 analog ports are in volts, the ACS processor needs the sun seosor 

tetemetxy to be in amps. A voltage controiied current source wiü have to be inserted between the 

simulator and the ACS processor to guarantee that a unique voltage command h m  the analog 

port will give a unique current that the ACS processor can detect and process correctly. Again, it 

is not necessary that the four currents provided by the emuIation exactly match those that wouid 

be given by the actuai sun sensor for a given orientation. It is only required that the magnitude 

of the currents provided by the simulator do not exceed the tolerances of the ACS processor and 

that they do not become negative. 



Magnetorquer SuperBlock 

Miter + Satellite + Actuator -> Magnetorquer 

information about the magnetorquers used by the MOST microsatellite c m  be fond in 

Appendix B. Each magnetoquer on MOST c m  create a maximum magnetic moment of about 5 

A-m2, aud the voltage required to pmduce that moment is 5 volts. A voltage of -5 volts wiil 

produce a 5 A-& moment in the opposite direction. 

The only change required for the magnetoquer emulation was the insertion of a Sensoray 

626 analog input driver block. However, there are going to be some issues when interfacing this 

emulation to the ACS pmessor. The processor gives its magnetic moment commands in the 

form of a current rather than a voltage. Therefore, a current controlled voltage source will have 

to be ~ 0 ~ e C t e d  between the simulator and the ACS pmessor to convert the command curent 

into a vottage. 

Reaction Wheel SuperBlock 

Master + Satellite + Acntator + Reaction Wheel 

The serial driver blocks used were similar to those used in the Hardware Reaction Wheel 

SuperBlock (see Section 3.1 A), though al1 27 packet bytes (9 for each reaction wheel) are sent in 

one uansmission. The one difference was which serial ports on the simuiator were used. At the 

t h e  these changes were made, the intempt capabilities on the IP501 board wete no longer 

functioning properiy due to some prublems with the hardware. Therefore, the built-in serial 

ports of the Target compter, ~ 0 ~ e C t e d  to an RS-232-to-RS422 converter, were used instead. 

W e  the MOST project proceeds, it is most likely that the serial packet format used to 

communicate with the reaction wheels will change to accommodate the Simple Seriai Packet 

(SSP) protocol (see Appendix B) used by the on-board computers (HK, ACS, Science, Star 

Tracker) to communicate with each other. The onIy changes to the simuIation that will have to 

be made are to the IPSO1 driver blocks, which must now handle a larger serial packet, and to the 

C code in the reaction wheel emuiation, so that it can properiy exaact the mction wheel 



command h m  the SSP packet. SSP wiii make the extxaction of telemetry h m  the reactioa 

wheel more flexiile and thus wiii remove the need to have the C code that estimated the toque 

of the wheels. 

Software Reaction Wheel SuperBlock 

Master + Satellite 4 Actuator + Sofhyare Reaction Wheel 

The only change ta this SuperBlock was the inclusion of the Rate Sensor SuperBloçk, 

moved here h m  the Sensor SuperBlock. Since the rate sensor is part of the Dynacon reaction 

wheel package, this emulation was a better match to the actual flight hardwm. The ACS 

processor received telemetry h m  the rate sensor via the 9-byte response packet of the reaction 

wheel. The ACS processor oniy had to ques t  the rate sensor telemetry ushg the 9-byte 

command packet. 

Console SuperBlock 

The ACS processor, via user command through the HK computer, now controlled the 

ACS mode of the microsatellite in the simulation. Therefore, the multiplexer box, which 

allowed the user to control the ACS mode via the simulation Console, was removed. The user 

could no longer control the reaction wheels either. Therefore, three separate Rimary Axis 

SuperBlocks were no longer needed and aii of the microsatellite telemetry was displayed in one 

SuperBlock. The only inputs the user could give to the simulatioa via the Console diilay were 

disturbance toques. The associated SuperBlock remained the same. 

Telemeîry SuperBlock 

Console + Telemetry 

The new Telemetry Suped3lock displayed al1 of the raw seasor data h m  the 

magnetometer (in volts) and the sun sensor (in amps). ûther sensor data included the speeds of 

the reaction wheels. The status of the orbital environment (eg. position) dong with telemeüy 



about the microsateiiite (eg. position angles, rates, magnetic torques, reaction wheel torques) was 

also reported. 

6.1.2. Note on CVF Development 

in was necessary to test the simulator while it was king changed to make sure the 

sensors and actuators still worked properiy. As well, the ACS processor was unavailable at the 

time the changes were made, so a scheme had to be developed to test the hardware interfaces to 

make sure they were working properiy . To this end, the sensor emulation analog outputs sent to 

the Target node hardware interfaces (where the ACS plocessor hardware will evennially be 

connected) were directly connected to the analog inputs of the T q e t  node. These inputs were 

then sent to the ACS Pmcessor SuperBlock, which was temporanly retained. in essence, a 

softwarehardware-hardwaresoftware connectioa was made. See Figure 62  for a diagram of 

this setup in the Sensor SuperBlock. The seriai input and output lines for the reaction wheels 

were also directly comected to each other in a similar manner. There were not enough DIA 

ports available to connect the magnetorquers in this mamer. Once the ACS pmessor is 

available, the ACS SuperBlock is removed and the simukition dong with al1 the hardware 

connections feeding back into the simulator, as descnbed in Section 6.1.1. These co~ections 

are then interfaced with the ACS pmessor as designed. 

Figure 6.2: SopWm-Hardw~Hmdvmr-SopW~~~ Conuecrion SuperBlock 
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In hindsight, a simulation could incorporate this design technique h m  the start. if the 

exact nature of the hardwaie conrmections and command f o m t s  between the ACS processor and 

the sensors & actuarors are known before design of the simulacion is started, then this design 

technique could be used. In the case of MOST, most of this information was not h o w n  when 

simulation design began. The~fore, any time spent trying to create these software-hardware- 

hardware-software connections would be wasted as "throw-awaym wodc, wodc tfiat could have 

instead been foçused on creating flight code. Since a i s  lack of information would be standard 

for most s m p  microsatellite pmjeçts, it was decided not to include this design technique in the 

simulation design mehodoIogy descnii  in Section 4.1. It is mentioned here only as a note of 

interes t . 

6.2. Complete Microsatellite Sirnulator 

The simulation designeci hem focused on the ACS subsystem of the micmsateliîte. That 

was because the whoie point of designing the simulation was to potentially heIp develop ACS 

flight code and a cornniand verification facility to support the operation of the microsatellite. 
' However, in the hture, it might be useful to have a microsateIlite simulation that emulates more 

aspects of the spacecraft. Such as system could be usBd for fume academic research as well as a 

tml for the project deveIopment of new microsateiiite pmjects. Such a simdator would be 

similar to what was done at the Harbin Instinite of TechnoQgy (see Section 123). As shown in 

Figure 15, a complete microsateiiite simulation would include such systems as themai and 

power inclusive with an attitude control system. However, uying to develop mch a complete 

simulation on the one-node RT-La used here for MOST might not be possible due to the 

difficulty if getting such a compbx real-tirne, hardware-in-the-loop simulation working 

efficiently on one target mie. 

As mentioned in Section 23, the Space Dynamics Lab at UTIAS puncked a multipIe 

Target node RT-Lab simulation system. See Figure 2.4 for a diagram of the system. The ACS 

simulation developed for MOST could be copied over to this system and fonn the core of a 

complete microsateiiite simulation. This simdator can be used not only to test out new 



micmsateiiite desigas and develop flight code, but can be used to help develop aew 

microsatellite hardware. 

Along with the RT-Lab muiti-node simulator, the Space Dyaamics Group wiil have 

access to a three-axis air-bearing table courtesy of SFL and a Helmholtz magnetic chamber. The 

magnetic chamber can be connecteci to the simulator as hardware-in-the-loop to provide 

magnetic fields matching those of an orbital environment mode1 nuining in a simulation. This 

system can be used to develop newer and better magnetoquer contxol actuators. Newly 

designed reaction wheels, control moment gyros (CMGs), and rate sensors can be interfaceci to 

the simuIator and placed on the air-bearing table. These actuators and sensors can then be tested 

so that their functionality can be determined and their design improved. 

Al1 of this is pure specuiation. Unlike the CM;, no work has yet been done in 

Unplementing this simulation design. However, aü of the simuiator equipment is available, so it 

is just a rnatter of tirne and work to implement these ideas. 



7. Summary 8 Conclusion 

In Section 1.4, a list of objectives was presented to detennine and develop stxategies that 

couid be used to perform efficient and concurrent microsatellite software and hardware 

development though the use of a ml-time simulator. The goal was to determine if such 

simulation systems couid prove to be beneficiai if used in such a manner. The foilowing is a 

summary of how those objectives were met ;rd what final conclusions wete drawn h m  the 

research work perfomied. 

Using the Opai-RT RT-Lab mi-tirne, hardware-in-the-lwp simulator, a simulation of the 

ACS system of MOST was created. At this t h e ,  the ACS processor hardware for MOST was 

yet to be completed. EmuIations of al1 the ACS sub-systems were made and the simulation also 

included an orbitai environment model. The reaction wheel emuiation was refined using the 

hardware teaction wheel. It was temporarily interfaced to the simulator as hardware-in-the-loop 

and its performance characteristics were recorded and modeled in the emuiation. Using the 

simulation, sample ACS flight code was written that could be used on MOST. This flight code 

was created concurrent to the development of the ACS hardware, thanks to the ability of the 

simulator to emuiate the hardware. The flight code can potentiaiiy be transferred to the ACS 

processor with littie modification. The simulation was then modified so that the ACS processor 

could be interfaced as hardware-in-the-lwp. Once MOST is launched, this new configuration of 

the simdator cm be used as a command venfication facility (CVF) to test new or modified flight 

code before it is uploaded and executed on MOST. 

This simulator development work, including d t i n g  the sample flight code and the 

modifications to create the CM;, twk four months to complete. This qukk development t h e  

was due, in part, to the use of SystemBuild, which made it possble to quickly mate emdations 

with out the need to write any C code. Using the expenence gained h m  doing this work, a 

simuIation design methodology was developed (Section 4.1) to help minimize mw-away" 

work, to maxllnize the amount of flight code that can be developed eady, and maximize 

simulation work that could be used as part of the CVF. By Using a work efficiency m i e  study 

of the simulation based on the rnethodology developed, it was deteunineci what flight code c m  
be developed eady, and what flight code should be delayed until the pmessor hardware is ready 



(Table 7.1). The same mde study was also used to detemine what hardware could be added to 

the microsatellite simulator once the ACS processor is avaiIabIe, and what hardware should be 

emulated (Table 72). 

T i f e  7.1: Fligltl Code Development ConcIuPions 
1 

Eady 
!CS Comm, With Reacrion 

Wbcn ACS Rocessor is 
Software hivers 

Acniator l'orque Estimation 
Stare EstimatorlKalman 

* Depends on availabiiity of air-bearing table 

Telernetry Rocessinp; 
Memry Access and Storage 

Attitude Cormol Laws 
Any code that involves workhg with 
p y  peripherd noqxocessor spems 

By having these Iists of what work should be doue using the sirnuiator, eariy flight code 

ACS Comm. With Otber Rocessors 

development for the micmsateliite should pmve to be efficient. Beyond that, a law of 

diminishing renims cornes into phy and work efficiency decreases. At that point, flight code 

development should wait until the hardware is available. The swings in time that will result by 

maximizing work efficiency are invaluable for a small satellite project with a short development 

schedule. 
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Appendix A: RTlab Simulator Components 

Part 1: Simulator Computers 

Both Host and Target Computers 

Intel Pentium II 400 MHz CPU, 512 K L2 Cache 

GB Fujitsu Hard Disk 

a MB Panasonic Floppy Drive 

40X Toshiba CD-ROM Drive 

a Motherboard ASUS P2B98-F 

a Intel 740 Graphic Card 4 MB AGP 

a ATX Mid Tower Casing with 235 W Power Supply 

Host Computer Specifie 

a 17-inch Hansol 70 1A Colour Monitor 

+ % MB SDRAM PC-IO0 

Windows 95 Operating System (OS) 

Target Computer Specifie 

32 MB SDRAM PC-100 

0 QNXOS 



Part II: QNX OS Description 

From QNX Webpage: 

''me] QNX Microkernel is tnrly a kemel. First of dl,  like the kemel of a realtime 
executive, the QNX Microkemel is very small. Secondly, it's dedicated to only two 
essential îünctions: 

message passing - the Microkemel handles the routing of al1 messages 
among al1 processes throughout the entire system 
scheduling - the scheduler is a part of the Microkernel and is invoked 
whenever a process changes state as the result of a message or intenupt 

Unlike processes, the Microkemel itself is never scheduled for execution. it is entered 
only as the direct result of kernel calls, either from a process or from a hardware 

intempt." 

- kernel is very small (about 7 kilobytes of code) and fast. 
- QNX system can be scaled down to lOOK to fit in the ROM, or expanded to a 
full-featured multi-machine developrnent environment 

Manager 



Features include: 

POSIX.lb clocks and timers: 
multiple timers per process 

0 tirners specified in nanosecond resolution 
flexible timer control: timers can be synchronous or asynchronous; 
one-shot or repetitive 

fully nested intempts 
dynamically attachable and removable intempt handiers 
flexible primitives for shared memory 
built-in debug primitives for local and remote debugging b m  anywhere on 
the network 
user-configurable system limits and resources 
network-wide process-naming capability 
POSIX. 1 b realtime draft standard process SC heduling : 

Latency 

32 priority levels 
preemptive, pnoritized context switching 
choice of scheduling algorithms: FIFO, round robin, adaptive; al1 
selectable per process 
servers can have their prionty driven by the messages they receive 
from clients 
Mly preemptive message passing 



Part III: Target Cornputer Hardwarein-theJoop Interfaces 

Standard PC Serial Port 

DB-9 connecter 
RS-232 seriai format 
Asynchronous , half-duplex communication 

Sensoray Mode1 626 PCI Multifunction UO Board 

PCI bus, 32-bit, 33 MHz 
48 digital Il0 channels, TTLlCMOS compatible, each channel can be either 
input or output 
20 of the digital 110 channels have edge detection and intempt capability 
Six 24 bit up/down encoders 
16 differential analog inputs (16 bit resolution), kl0 V range, approx. 20 p 
conversion time 
4 analog outputs (13 bit resolution) with nmote sense inputs to compensate for 
any extemal output resistance, &10 V range, approx. 206 ps conversion time 
digital and anaiog II0 ports each use 50 pin connectors with industry standard 
pinouts 

f , -.- .- , 
t I nid? I 1 



Greenspring ATC-40 ISA IP Carrier Board 

supports four IndustryPacks (IP) modules 
16-bit AT stot 
seven LEDs for function monitoring 
base address set with eight position DIP switch (set to OxDûûû 
simulator) 
takes 16 Kbytes in the host address space 
up to 200 Iiû Iines supprted in one slot 
IP-500 and IP-50 1 mounted on ATC-40 in this simulator 

Series IN00  Industrial UO Pack 

4 RS-232 communication ports 
16-character FIFû buffers 

0 for this 

a programmable baud rate, parity, stop bits (pmgtawned via SystemBuild block) 
asynchronous, hal fdqlex  communication 

a al1 4 ports accessed using one 50 pin connecter 



Series IP-501 Industrial 110 Pack 

4 RS-422 communication ports 
16-character RF0 buffers 
programmable baud rate, parity, stop bits (programmed via SystemBuild block) 
asynchronous , full-duplex communication 

r al1 4 ports accessed using one 50 pin connecter 

Note: Al1 of the 50 pin connectors can be hooked up to a screw pin interface block 
using a ribbon cable, which makes it simple to coomct hardware-in-the-loop via 
the screw pins. 



Appendix B: MOST System Data 

Hardware 

Magnetometer 

O Manufactuer: B iilingsley 
Model: TFM 100G2 

+ No. Outputs : 3 (al1 3 are orthogonal) 
Analog Output: 25 pV/nT 

O Range:03 V - 4 5  V 
Zero Point:25V 

+ Maximum Detection Value: 80000 nT 
Maximum Magnetic Field of Earth at 785 km: 40000 nT 

Sun Sensor 

a Manufactuer: AeroAsm 
Model: MSS- 1-0 

0 Photodiode: Quad detector 
a Spectral Range: 190 nm - lûûû nm 
0 Peak Sensitivity: 720 nm 

rn Field of View: 67" half-angle 
a Sensor Accuracy: I degree over 30" half-angle 

rn Manufactuer: Microcosm 

Maximum Magnetic Moment: 5 ~ - r n ~  
Required Voltage for Maximum Moment: 5 V 

i, Nominal Resistance: 3 il 



Reaction Wheel/ Rate Sensor 

Manufactuer: Dynacon 
Model: High Precision Attitude Control (HPAC) Microwheel 

r Required Voltage: 8 V - 35 V 
Required Maximum Power: 4 W 

r Speed Range: I 9000 RPM 
Maximum Torque: 3 N-m 

O Speed Contml Performance: k O2 RPM (above 100 RPM) 
Torque ControI Performance: f 1 mN-m 

a Command Rate: 10 Hz and greater 

Software 

Simple Serial Protocal (SSP) 

SSP is an open source serial packet protocol that can be used on a multi- 
drop, single-master, asynchronous serial bus. The packets use SLIP (RFC 1055) 
framing (aka. KISS). Each packet begins and ends with a FEND (OxcO) byte. If 
FEND appears in the SSP packet, it is changed within the frame to FESC TFEND 
(Oxdb Oxdc) . If FESC appears in the SSP pac ket , it is changed within the fkme to 
FESC TFESC (Oxdb Oxdd). 

The basic SSP packet format, before framing is added, is: 

dat  srce type .. . data.. . crcO crcl 

Each node on the bus is assigned a byte ID. If a node recieves a packet with a 
destination byte that is not its own, it simply passes it on dong the bus unchanged. 
The type byte indicates the functionality of the packet and what data, if any, is 
found within the packet. The checksum is a 16-bit CRC sent least significaut byte 
first. 



Appendix C: Simulation Block Diagrams 

Part 1: MOST ACS Fllght Code Simulation 
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Part II: MOST Command Verification Simulation (Modified Blocks) 
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